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CIS ships bombard Syrian anti-aircraft position
BEIRUT, Lebanon fAP) - American warships bombarded an anti-aircraft position in the Syrian-controlled
Lebanese mountains yesterday after
two U.S. Navy lets were fired on
during a reconnaissance mission.
Pentagon officials in Washington
said the cruiser Ticonderoga andthe
destroyer Tatnall hurled shells from
5-inch guns at an anti-aircraft position
in territory held by pro-Syrian militiamen. But the Syrian army command in Damascus said Syrian
positions were the targets of ''pre-

meditated aggression" by the United
States.
In other developments:
• In northern Lebanon, Israeli gunboats shelled Yasser Arafat's PLO
loyalists trapped In Tripoli.
• Snipers in west Beirut raked a
French peacekeeping patrol with machine-gun fire during the morning,
killing one paratrooper. An Islamic
group claimed responsibility for the
ambush.
• A bomb blast wounded two Israeli
soldiers as their convoy was driving
into Sidon, Lebanon, the Israeli mili-

tary command said.
Druse are aligned with the Syrians in
• Bombs exploded after sundown at the Lebanese fighting and some
two Christian churches in largely Druse fighters operate from SyrianMoslem west Beirut. Police sources held territory.
said three people were injured at one
The retaliation came after two
of the churches.
Navy F-14s drew at least two surfaceto-air missiles and "multiple rounds"
AS THE violence escalated, Presi- of anti-aircraft fire from an area
dent Amin Gemayel scrapped plans to about 12 miles from the coast, the
weld Lebanon's warring factions into officials said.
In Damascus, the Syrian army said
a coalition Cabinet.
In Washington, officials said the in a communique: "At 3:17 p.m. (8:17
Ticonderoga and the Tatnall fired a a.m. EST), two American F-14s flew
total of 35, 70-pound shells at Druse- over our positions in the upper Metn
held territory overlooking Beirut. The (central Lebanon) area. Our air de-

fenses confronted them and forced
them to fly back towards the sea.
THE SYRIANS have vowed to fire
on U.S. jets whenever they fly over
their positions anywhere in Lebanon.
U.S. fighter-bombers first struck Syrian positions in central Lebanon on
Dec. 4 after two F-14s were fired on
during reconnaissance flights.
The Syrians shot down two of the
attacking jets. One American flier
was killed and another captured by
Syria. On the same day, Syrianbacked Druse gunners shelled the
U.S. Marine base at Beirut airport,

killing eight Marines. In a government-sponsored protest in the streets
of Damascus, thousands of Syrians
chanted slogans against President
Reagan and threw leaflets that aid:
' Death to America!" Thenroteet was
against recent U.S.-Israeli
agreements to step up military cooperation in Lebanon.
The Israeli navy shelled Arafat's
last Middle East base in the Lebanese
En of Tripoli yesterday afternoon.
banon's state radio said One gunboats fired "scores of shells" into the
harbor area for about an hoar.

Commission urges
21 drinking age
WASHINGTON (AP) - A presidential commission is urging nationwide enactment of a minimum
drinking age of 21, but stops short of
calling on Congress to act and says
the matter is best left to the states,
administration officials said yesterday.
The commission, which has been
examining the problem of drunk driving for more than 1V4 years, formally
issued its findings yesterday at a
White House ceremony.
Central to the commission's conclusions, according to the officials, is a
call for enactment of legislation in all
states that would prohibit the serving
of alcoholic beverages to anyone under age 21. Highway safety experts
have noted that the number of traffic
fatalities involving teenagers is unusually high.

driving laws, including mandatory
sanctions against first-time offenders, including, in some instances, a 48hour jail sentence, and elimination of
plea bargaining.
• Promotion of a nationwide publicity and educational program about
the hazards of drinking and driving.
• Enactment by states of programs
to assist the victims of traffic accidents involving drunken driveaawThe
panel also wants judges to consider
the impact on victims before sentencing people convicted in connection
with an accident.

SO FAR 19 states have enacted
minimum 21-year-of-age drinking
laws. A recent government report,
however, said courts often are lax in
enforcingthe tough new laws.
The officials, who requested anonymity, said the commission would
also recommend:
• Stricter enforcement of drunk

Commission chairman John Vokpe
has said in the past that the issue la
best dealt with on a state level.
The Los Angeles Times
yesterday that rat panel 'si
dations to President Reagan would
include one that federal highway
funds be cut off to any state that daw
not enact the minimum age standard.

But the officials said the commission was not urging Congress to act
specifically on either establishing federal drunken driving laws or requiring a minimum drinking age.

Anderson visits BG
pooto/Dennis Murray

Professor
celebrating
retirement

A retirement party was" given yesterday in the Alumni Room of the University Onion for Dr. J. Robert
Bashore by members of the Honors Student Association in recognition of the 35 years Dr. Bashore has
taught in the University English Department. Bashmore is retiring to allow himself more time for travel
and the completion of a book on the history of transcendentalism. Also retiring from the University
faculty this semester are Dr. Carl Hallberg of the Biology Department and Dr. Harvey Donley of the
Accounting and Management Information Systems Department.

rate has been increasing every year
since 1975, and that fewer certified
teachers are graduating each year,"
he said.
RICHARDSON ADDED that the
number of students choosing education as a major at Bowling Green is
decreasing. In 1973, the University
graduated 1,812 certified teachers,
dropping to 778 in 1983, with even
fewer graduating this year.
The recent ana slow upswing in the
economy will give the December business graduates more employment
opportunities compared to the 1963
May graduates. Flo Lehman, associate director of placement, said.
'There has been a slight increase
(five to eight percent) in business
recruitment on campus as compared
to last December, Lehman said.
"We are seeing more recruiting in
production and purchasing, management information systems, and selling and sales."
While most business organizations
operate on long-range plans, a lack of
permanent fixed funding causes most

community service organizations to
steer away from on-campus recruitment. Marshall Rose, assistant director of placement, said.
"THE JOB outlook has not changed
significantly for December graduates
in the field of health and community
services," Rose said, although nursing, physical therapy and medical
technology careers continue to be
very strong.
According to Rose, the poor economy of the last few years has had a
negative impact on social services
which are generally funded by federal, state and local taxes or grants.
Rose added that when the economy is
poor, funds are not available, making
long range hiring plans possible.
•Tersonally, Ifeel that the failure
of state Issues 2 and 3 are good
indications as far as social services
are concerned," Rose said. "Now in
Ohio, social service employers will
hare a permanent fixed rate of fundwith the College of Health and
Community Services, graduates in

Employment
up in private
sector jobs

COLUMBUS,! AP) - Private sector employment in Ohio has increased 4.2 percent during the past
decade, the Ohio PubUc Expenditure Council reports.
The average number of people
employed during 1983 in private
sector jobs was 3,347,869, up 133,621
over 1971, the council added in a
new report Issued this week.
The largest growth was In service jobs, which saw a 47.3 percent

by Nancy Beach and
Mark Dl Vlncenzo

the College of Arts and Sciences are
not generally recruited by on-campus
interviews, Marie Tanabe, assistant
director of placement, said.

Graduation may be at an unusual
time this December, but figures show
that the same percentage of students
will be attending commencement this
ACCORDING TO Tanabe, retailing semester.
Assistant Registrar Becky Mcand computer science are the two
major fields where recruiting is done Omber said approximately 80 percent
of all seniors who graduate attend
on campus.
commencement, and she added this
"As compared to last year, there semester will be no exception, even
has been an increase in retailing though commencement is set for
interviews on campus as well as re- Thursday, Dec. 22 Instead of Saturferrals and vacancies that come in the day, the usual day.
From an original graduating class
mail," she said.
of 806, about 500 students are schedTanabe believes the field of library uled to attend this semester's comsciences also will see an increase in mencement exercises, according to
need, while the area of computer Shirley Sevigny, the administrative
secretary for University Relations.
science could change drastically.
Sevigny said her office has not
"Presently, the University sets a received complaints about the comceiling on the number of computer mencement being on Thursday. Howscience majors that enter the College ever, some students said they have
of Arts and Sciences and this tends to been inconvenienced by the time.
"Since it's (graduation) on a Thursindicate that there could be an over
supply of computer science majors," day, that means my parents will have
to
ten off work, and since it's so close
Tanabe said.

the bottom line
wis....:
oarnpus/locoi
sports
state/world
classifieds

to Christmas, other relatives
would have come, wont be able to,"
Karen Beckett, a senior accounting
major, said.
Commencement has been scheduled for Thursday this year due to
time constraints the University experienced. Dr. Richard Eakin. vice
president of planning and budgeting,
said earlier this semester.
According to Eakin, one week was
needed in between the end of summer
session and the beginning of fall semester to allow the University to
"change over." Commencement
would nave fallen on Saturday, Dee.
24, if the normal calendar schedule
had been followed, but Eakin said this
would have been too dose to
Christmas, hence the change.
Spring Commencement MM will
fall on Saturday, with finals scheduled Monday through Friday. The
1984-85 commencement schedule includes finals Monday through Friday
with commencement on the following
Saturday.

weather

inside

index
increase during the decade. Such
Jobs increased from 522,051 to 769,140, the council said.
The largest decline came in manufacturing jobs, down MJ percent.
Last year. 1.09 million Ohioans
were employed in manufacturing
industries, down from 1.34 million
in 1972.
The 1983 manufacturing job level
was the lowest since 1941, the council.

organized National Unity Party in his
speech, which is free and open to the
public.
Anderson's trip through Ohio coincides with the beginning of a petition
drive to get the party on Ohio's MM
ballot. Ohio has an early filing deadline for petitions, as do California and
Maine where Anderson will be making visits.

Graduation awaits

Improvement in economy indicated
An increase in day-to-day trading
on the stock market, lengthier newspaper want ads, and a prediction that
mis Christmas will be the best ever
for retailers are indications of an
overall improvement in the economy.
According to Jerry Richardson, acting director of Student Placement, the
economic improvement can also be
seen on campus by a 10 percent increase in visiting employee recruiters, as compared to last December.
"December graduates have as
many possible job prospects as do
those who graduate in May," be said.
Richardson, who oversees the College of Education graduates, said for
the education graduate, December is
not the end of the line.
"If anything, it is an advantage,
there is the possibility of mid-year
positions and the opportunity to substitute," he said.
Richardson said he believes the
field of education has seen drurtic
improvement and also will face a
teaching shortage in the near future.
"This is due to the fact that the birth

Former presidential candidate
John Anderson trill be in Bowling
Green today seeking support for a
third political party which would be
on the 1984 presidential ballot.
Anderson, former Illinois congressmen and 1980 presidential candidate,
is scheduled to speak in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall at 12:30
p.m. today. He will discuss the newly
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• Poor checking practices in the
area could put both students
and rr**chants in the red Page
6.
• Women's Basketball Coach
Kathy Bole discusses the team's
upcoming MAC games Page
10.
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Ram likely today with a high of 35-40.
Pain changing to snow tonight Temperatures low 25-30
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editorial

Americans hungry
A s the shopping days until Christmas tick off, families plan
ritheir holiday parties and dinners along with gift lists. If
we believe presidential aide Edwin Meese, no one should be
hungry this season. He tells the country there is no "authoritative evidence" that Americans are going hungry these
days. But we shouldn't rejoice based on the Reaganite's
Meese's viewpoint is a naive one according to Jim Mollenkopf, coordinator of the Lucas County branch of Christmas
Clearing Bureau. About 11,000 families in Lucas County have
asked for aid in the form of food this Christmas from the
Clearing Bureau, a temporary program that is coordinating
food donation projects run by the Salvation Army, Volunteers
of America and other organizations and churches. In Wood
County 6S2 families have asked for aid.
By looking at traditional economic indicators, the economy
is improving, but the hungry of America must not know what
the indicators are saying.
The Lucas County Clearing Bureau hopes to provide 9,000
families with food baskets because they lack the money to fill
11,000 baskets.
This is the season to give. For those interested, the number
of the Christmas Clearing Bureau in Toledo is 242-2567 and in
Bowling Green it is 352-2390, but donations of non-perishable
food should be made before 8 p.m. Thursday for the local
office.
Residents in Conklin today will give 700 food items they
collected and bought to the Wood County Teen Center for
distribution to 500 needy families in Wood County.
For others who wish to give in this time of thinking about
people, the needy are there. May you make others' holidays
merry, as well as your own.

The press assessed by its own
by Julie Thornton
"They are rude and accusatory, cynical
and almost unpatriotic. They twist tacts to
suit their noi-eo-hidden liberal agenda.
They meddle in politics, harass business,
invade people's privacy, and then walk oft
without regard to the pain and chaos they
leavebehind. They are arrogant and sellrighteous, brushing aside moat criticism
as the uniformed carping of cranks and
ideologues. To top it off, they claim that
their behavior is sanctioned, indeed sanctified, by the US. Constitution."
"Time- Dec. 12,1983
Hmm... not exactly how the career
manuals describe my profession - the

press.
But that's how this week's Time
cover story, titled "Journalism Under
Fire," defines us.
The public's lowering confidence
level in the press, which has dropped
to 13.7 percent this year from 29
percent in 1976, according to the National Opinion Research Center,
prompted the article which assesses
this new confidence "phenomenon."
This was a timely article for me, an
editor emeritus as of today and a
December graduate.
As a senior approaching that longawaited day, I've been doing my
share of reminiscing lately: assessing
my formal education and how it has
prepared me for the "real world" (an
overused college phrase I now vow to
delete from my vocabulary).
The article was not a rude awakening for me, but a refresher course on

Responsible Journalism does not
seek to deliberately attack positive
activities and organization, such as
your article on the Steve Landesberg
show appearing in the Dec. 6 issue of
the BGNews did to UAO. It involves
researching facts and basing opinions
and articles on this information. Because this article was laced with
■founded accusations and subjective
opinions by the author, it should have
appeared on the editorial page, if
anywhere in the paper.
in addition, several contradictory
statements emerged within this article. The opening paragraph began
with the implication that "five bucks
a head" was overpriced. However, it
was later stated "the tickets are a
bargain." Next, the remark
"crammed into the Grand Ballroom"
was offset by a later comment that it
was not even a sell-out crowd. Finally, after the reader is subjected to
the author's dislike of Steve Landesberg's performance throughout the
entire article, it is stated "In all, the
show provided an entertaining two
Before the BG News begins faulting
UAO for what was called an "unprofessional" performance, it should research its facts. While UAO is
responsible for hiring technicians and
the set-up crew, it cannot foresee
unexpected events. The same crew
was used for pervious performances
(David Brenner) and no technical
failures occured. UAO nor these technicians have any way of knowing
when such problems will arise.
From what we have read in the BG
News now and in the past it seems
that UAO (especially the Performing
Arts Committee) can do no right. This
is very unfortunate considering UAO
does all it can to obtain the best
possible talent, given the constraints
It must work under. Instead of constantly criticizing UAO, the BG News
should support them in their efforts.
The BGNews has provided UAO with
so-called helpful hints for future performances, which consist of pointing
out faults mat UAO has already recognized. If the BG News wishes to
give criticism, it should be constructive, not destructive in nature.
We felt the Steve Landesberg show
was done on a very professional level
and we had the privilege of watching
two excellent performers. Steve
Landesberg and Charlie Wiener have
two completely different styles of
comedy, each good in their own way.
We sat in the same type of seats as
everyone there and did not find them
uncomfortable. We fail to see any

reason why UAO should raise the
price of tickets to $20 to cover the cost
of buying new chairs to meet the
personal comfort of Friday editors of
Die BGNews.
Brian Dunn
OCMB 14S4

Jim Keiler
OCM8 2850

Kristin* Koch

Jsnny Hamilton

OCMB 2989

OCMB 2206
UAO Members

Some autos allowed
to back Into spaces
Beginning Jan. 17, 1964 students
who Uve on campus and have appropriately registered their vehicles with
the Parking 4 Traffic Division of
Public Safety may back their vehicles
into parking spaces in student oncampus parking lots #5, IB, #9 and #12.
The policy of not backing into a
space is being relaxed In the most
severe winter months for students
living on campus because their vehicles may sit for prolonged periods of
time. The extreme cold may contribute to a deed battery and if the front of
the vehicle is closest to the driving
lane, this would facilitate mechanical
repairs or jump starting a vehicle
that has a deadbattery.
The Commuter Center will loan
Jumper cables to any student (commuter or on-campus student). The
student is required to leave either the
student's identification card or driver's license - which will be returned
upon the return of the jumper cables
to the Commuter Center. Also, the
student wUl need to find someone with
a "running" vehicle to assist in the
jump start.
The backing in of vehicles is exclusively for on-campus students parking in on-campus lots and the
privilege is NOT for commuter students or faculty and staff. Those drivers move their cars daily.
Upon return from spring break on
March 26, 1984, aU vehicles must
again be parked headed into a space
with the (fecal/permit facing the driving lane.
On Jan. 16, 1984, Parking and Traffic Division wiU be open from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. to register on-campus students returning with unregistered vehicles.
OFFICE HOURS: 7 ajn. to I p.m.
Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Jssrt YsmsJI
Parking and Traffic Division

-THE BGNEWSJails Thornton
fri* foment
II. Managing Editor.Coroiyn Van Scho*
Tom Hlxfc
...Mktxtai O. Tewto
Fan Millar
"Wdov" tortor
Scon R. Carosntsr
Mudsnt Adv. Mgr
Gaanjs E. Sin. Jr.
Ant. Cosy editor
Mary GUxon

Copy Editor
AM. Copy Editor
Ant. Copy Editor
Editorial Editor
AMI. Sport. Editor
AMI. frtdoy" Editor
f-fvtef "no*OOfQpn#r
Wlra Editor
Production Swpsrvttor

Kab.Th.SOH~. MntM.i...,w
■OHM...1,111
■taws
i.*t*- »■■<■ »imMilgj,

Vkfci
Ookorah Schmoofc
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More Oolph
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Chris Brush
Ksosrt A. Wsfch

And all of a sudden, the profession
seems to spend more time analyzing
the news and passing the buck, rather
than concentrating on the facts and
allowing the public to derive its own
conclusions.
But even after all this and my other
Journalistic experiences outride tins
environment, Heave with the ideals I
intiaily valued. Journalism is a business of truth where accuracy objectivity and fairness prevail. This holds
true even when the actions of a few,
even my own, might insinuate otherwise.
The Time article is not the first time
the institution itself has made the
news and assessed the why of that To
me that is encouragement the profession understands and is willing to be
held accountable for its duties in
society.
If nothing less, the many facets of
journalism I have experienced as a
college student have made me aware
that we, the watchdogs, have our own
watchdogs (the public). If nothing
more, it's been a little exciting and
terrifying all at the same time.
To those I leave in this office, I offer
a bit of unsolicited advice.
"There is no place for critics in the
Hall of Fame." (Sam Rutigliano,
head coach of the Cleveland Browns.)
Julie Thornton, a senior news-editorial major from Columbus, is editor of
the News.

Christmas excitement fades away
by Mary Jo McVay

UAO members criticize
News review of show

all that I've learned while here about school books or sleep cries their
my profession and some information I name?
It?
Ideally, that's been me, admittingly
let slip by.
The piece reminded me of the va- arrogant, even though I failed to
lues and responsibilities the press consistently adhere to my rigid schedmust uphold - even when banned from ule of responsibilities and expectaa newsworthy event - if the public is tions .
to be given the true and accurate
It gets tough sometimes, especially
news it not only needs, but deserves. when you're intruding into your own
Fortunately, it also rekindled some of friends lives, or can never find a
the objectivity and sensitivity I fear source who will speak on the record or
I've let be dimmed by my disenchant- one who isn't out to lunch (literally).
ments about the world, Including my
As a reporter you appreciate the
profession.
existence of those boisterous editors
While some may choke at the words. who make you keep ph _
the BG News is a real newspaper and But soon enough, its you
'"&
we take our Jobs seriously here. It is a whip and wondering why.
laboratory where students practice
The countless complaints and
and grow in their Journalism career blunders you're approached with
and it is also the major information about your performance, everyone's
outlet for the University.
performance, makes life a little taxI spent two years gathering the ing if not frustrating. There is often no
news here and 1 saw this University in plea for the blunders but "STUa much different light than most I DENT! " and bow easy it Is to Just let
was also treated differently because yourself become a hardened, indifferof the positions I held here.
ent person to all the criticism which
How many students can say Presi- seems so personal at times.
dent Dr. Paul Olscamp has called
Then you look at the metropolitan
writing they've edited the work of an papers mat publish front page photoilliterate?
graphs of grief stricken people, picHow many students' voices can tures that invade a person's
reach up to 11,000 readers a day, four mourning, and you begin to wonder if
days a week and can later hear dis- Journalism is a business out for its
cussion of their thoughts in the Fal- own needs, not a service.
con's Nest?
You talk to seasoned reporters
How many students' Job titles are working for daily newspapers who
badged on them 24 hours every day cover the "big" story and hear others
and are held accountable to an- in their office are Jealous the by-line
swering questions, complaints and wasn't theirs. Could the egotistical
putting the paper to bed even when labels be true after all?

I guess it was bound to happen
eventually, all the Christmas traditions went down the tubes and all the
fun was washed out of the holidays.
My family used to have more
Christmas traditions than Santa himself, but as we got older, all the
excitement drained out.
It used to be about two weeks before
Christmas my family would set aside
an evening to bake Christmas cookies. Mom would make the dough and
bake the cookies and we kids would
ice them. You've never seen Santas
and snowmen and ornaments that
look anywhere close to the ones we
made during those times. Santas with
purple suits and orange eyes, snowmen with multicolored sprinkles for
hats and chartreuse bodies, bells with
a thin layer of icing and enough chocolate sprinkles to make a person good
and sick. There have been no
Christmas cookies for two years at
my house.
Even before we decorated
Christmas cookies, the whole family
got together and decorated the tree.
Dad always put the same albums on
the stereo - Burl Ives' original soundtrack of "Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer" and Herb Albert's "Tijuana Christmas." Now, not only do
the parents have the distinct pleasure
of decorating the tree all by themselves, but they listen to the Moms
and Dads doing their rendition of "I
Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus."

soldier with gold fringe around the
bottom, the plastic ball of mistletoe
that was hung in the kitchen doorway
and the little set of angel candles. I
think a lot of homes have those little
angels. You know the ones, when you
light the candles, the angels that are
suspended begin mysteriously spinning from the heat. I haven't seen that
little candle set for three years now,
the tin soldier lost all his fringe and

After the tree was decorated, Mom
would dig out all the old decorations
we always put around the house. Like
the Fenton Santa Claus candle, the tin

was thrown awav and the Santa can- feel I had an important Dart in the
dle got too hot last year and cracked tradition of Christmas. My parents
don't get nearly as many cards lately
his glass.
Christmas cards were always my and the ones they do receive end up in
responsibility. When they came in the a wicker basket on the television set.
But the biggest changes in the holimail, my parents would open them
but I got to hang them on the wall day season are the things that take
around the kitchen and living room place on Christmas day. Being the
arches. It was always a big thrill for youngest, I was always the first one
me because it not only got me in the awake - usually about 5:30 a.m. - and
holiday spirit, but it also made me I always managed to make enough
noise to wake alithe rest of the family
up. We used to take turns on who got
to go down the stairs first and see the
lighted tree. Dad always went down
and plugged the lights in and Mom
went down and poured i nice f o r everyone. Each year, my older brother and
sister and I took turns who went down
first, second and third. Since neither
my brother nor sister live at home
anymore, I only have to fight with
myself about who will be the first
person down the steps. Last
Christmas, I was still the first to wake
up, but Mom and Dad didn't get up
until 10:00.
After we all raced down the stairs,
someone got the privilege of being
"Santa" and passing a gift out to each
family member and we'd watch each
other open our presents. Now, I'm the
only unmarried sibling and we have to
wait for the others and their spouses
to get to our house. Last year I believe
that was about 12:30 p.m.
Even my parents, who always misplace at least one Christmas gift
along the way, had all the presents
under the tree and accounted for last
year. Maybe I iust need to start some
Christmas traditions of my own.
Mary Jo McVay is a junior journalism
major from Fmdlay, Ohio.

Reagan salutes as if he's in the military
by Garry Wills

Some months ago, a television station did a clever thing. It intercut
pictures of President Reagan saluting
as he emerged from his plane with
clips from old movies of Reagan saluting as a cavalry officer or Navy
man. Sure enough, the salute was the
same, choreographed as a gesture of
But the television commentator did
not ask the real question. He asked:
Why is this man saluting this way?
And the film clips answered: Because
that is the photogenic gesture he
studied for the movies. The more
important question is: Why is the man
saluting at all? Why does he pick out
the military honor guard, whenever
he comes down the stairs from his
plane, to return their salute?
The answer is that he is the commander in chief of the token force that
greets him everywhere. But that is
not good enough. In the first place, the
citizens to whom he is accountable
are usually present, as well as the

military people who are accountable
to him. The citizens should be his first
concern as president.
In the second place, though the
president is commander in chief of
the armed forces, be is a civilian
commander, whose mode is not that
of a military officer. This would be
instantly apparent to us if, someday,
he popped out of his airplane wearing
a military uniform. And if he does not
wear a uniform, like a miltary officer,
why does he salute like one?
The answer is that Reagan thinks of
himfW primarily in his military caKity, and wants us to think of him
t way. He wants us to see him as
our commander in chief, though that
is unconstitutional. He imagines himself in a state of war already.
We have come a long way from the
presidency of George Washington,
who refused to wear any military
symbols as president. He would not
even wear the eagle pin of the Society
of the Cincinnati - that organization of

Clear Views
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looking for an excuse to wage war - in
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Surinam.
Lebanon, Grenada. And even civilian
rule is surround with military secrecy.
The president launched his own war
on Grenada secretly - which did not
fool those in Grenada. Soviet satellites watched our invasion fleet assemble and alerted the Cubans. Only
the Ameicans were kept in the dark,
less citizens should object to what
their government was doing. We were
presented with a fait accompli, so no
one could protest beforehand that the
president had taken an oath to uphold
the Constitution, and that the Constitution says only Congress can declare
war. We are no longer supposed to
insist that the president be accountable to the Constitution. We are supposed to obey our commander in
chief. Shut up and obey. And salute.
Garry Wills is a columnist tor the
Universal Press Syndicate. .

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
All year "round, Santa's
busyattheffcrthfble
mating toys
and qoodies for

respondLetters to the Editor should not
be longer than 300 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are In bad taste, malicious or
libelous. AU submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BGNews
108 University Hall

ex-officers that was the equivalent, in
some ways, of current veterans' organization. When modern presidents
address such a group, they usually
wear the cap of the group. But Washington asked his fellow veterans to
follow his example and give up the
eagle they wore on their breast because it set them apart from their
fellow citizens.
"Fellow citizens" was Washington's invariable address to Americans
during his presidency. He insisted
that a republic should not adopt military ways. That was one reason for
his neutrality policy during the European wars of revolution. It would be
fatal to the ethos of an infant republic
to abandon the virture of citizens for
the obedience of soldiers.
But today, as we can see from the
"sign-off" shot on many television
stations, we think of our country as a
fighter Jet climbing up to God with its
freightage of rockets. Our current
president and his staff have been

Some Cdrc.-y
for Willie,
A dolly for
Vie. la,
A bio, fat raise
for Pa-S

He's cp! lots o? nt'.o
fron- Mrs C*JS and
Hie eves
■h trvka #« 'cad
much i'grrer

So wny is i£ tnen, iinat
each Cr-^tmat fve,
Sania h<tf. io pu'.' an
AX-NISH-ER?
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Student volunteers help handicapped kids Bachman wants increase

in court employee wages

by Carole Hornbofger
reporter

For a simple smile, volunteer University students, in conjunction with
the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, have opened a
y into the hearts of handi children.
j 1975, students have been giving up a few hours every other Saturday during fall semester to help
handicapped children learn how to
bowl, skate, bike, swim, and make
friends. The group's last meeting took
place last Saturday.
The Special Education Clinic, first
coordinated by Betty Kratz for the
Ohio School for the Blind, was taken
over the following year by Dolores
Black, associate professor in the
School of HPER.
According to Black, the program
nicknamed "The Saturday Morning
Love Affair" is designed to help students gain practical experience by
working and playing with the children
and giving them a chance to learn
different sports and games.

Her biggest worry, she said, was
making sure she got enough volunteers for the program.
"We started out with only eight
children and this year we have 44
along with 70 volunteer students," she
said.
AT FIRST, she said the students are
nervous and a bit scared working with
children who have severe mental and
physical problems but then they
usually begin to feel a bit more comfortable with them as the satisfaction
of knowing they are helping them
begins to take over.
Chuck Kern, a physical education
major and a veteran volunteer, said
an open mind is essential in dealing
with these children.
"You must keep all posslblities
opened in trying to come up with ways
to reach the child and discover what
he might need," he said. "I remember a 25- year-old named Peter who
never talked, was blind, and severely
retarded. He was also scared of the

water. I had no idea how to communicate with him."
Kern said he found having patience
very helpful, since teaching physical
and mental fundamentals can be tedious and slow.
"You have to keep doing everything
over and over again until it finally
sinks in," he said. "I tried everything
with Peter and finally I was able to
get him to float on his back and blow
bubbles. He also surprised everybody
by laughing for the first time."
KERN SAID a little bit of love also
helps.
According to Black, attachments
between the students and the children
are the major teaching aids for everyone Involved.
"Students are given one specific
child to work with," she said. "This
way, everyone can become used to
each other and eventually communication lines open."
She added that the parents especially enjoy watching their child learn
how to swim and play all kinds of
games.

"The program is not only for students and children but for parents
also," she said. " As the parents
watch they interact with each other
discussing their troubles. They become one big family."
She said that the program is an
educational experience for all as each
person gets to see a growing process
take place. The most important
growth comes from the children as
they feel more comfortable in an
environment outside their homes and
schools. She said they learn to open up
and communicate with other people
developing new skills and friendships.
The students also benefit, she said,
as they learn from the children and
gain a great deal of satisfaction from
helping them.
"I always feel wound up, like I am
ready to explode when I go to the
clinic," Kern said. "I plan out what I
want to do and work hard at trying to
accomplish it. All the hard work pays
off when the child looks up at you and
smiles."
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BACHMAN GAVE an example
where the city pulled funds from the
court after a bailiff became ill and left
his court position.
"The bailiff left with five months
left in the year, so instead of letting
the money be used for his replacement, I agreed to transfer $2,000 to the
city so they could buy typewriters for
a dty office," Bachman said. "Thete
types of transfers go on quite often
between the various city offices and
with no tensions. So when Patrick Ng
showed his dissatifaetion, I believe he
was speaking for himself, not the
whole council.
"Judges, the clerk of courts, acting
judges and other officials are actually
paid by the county," Bachman said.
This is about 40 percent of the employees. The other percent is paid by
money out of the city budget.'

Doubles

Happiest

\£r-

Responding to Councilman Patrick
Ng's recent accusations that he is
"abusing his power," Judge James
Bachman said Monday he merely
wanted to give his court employees a 5
percent wage increase that was previously approved by city council.
"In May, council approved the budget which included a a percent wage
increase for all court employees
which could start July 1," Bachman
said.
Bachman said that there were two
main reasons why he did not incorporate the wage hike immediately.
"First, I was working on my reelection and it would not have been a
good thing to do. Second, there was a
possibility that I could have not been
re-elected and the new guy might
want to set his own wages, Bachman
added.
Bachman said because of these two
reasons, he waited four and a half
months to put the increase into effect

"I was within the guidelines set in
accordance with the state statute that
permits me to raise wages for court
employees," the judge said.
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Alcohol-not everyone's choice
two or three times a year.
Betty Yarris, counselor
awl coordinator of alcohol
programs at the Counseling and Career Development Center, said 23.7
percent of the rwo-drinking
students abstained for religious reasons, 17.1 percent
said alcohol tastes bad,
and 18.9 percent said they
did not like the bad effects
that accompany alcohol
consumption. The rest said
they did not drink because
of parents or some other

by Jennifer AM
reporter

When many students
think of the upcoming
weekend, they think of
drinking, but there are a
number of students who do
not associate the two, and
who prefer not to drink.
A random survey taken
at the University during
the 1981-82 school year
showed that 98 percent of
the students drank alcohol.
About 40 percent (M.9 percent) said they drank two
or three times a week, 29.1
percent said they drank
once a week, and 14 percent said they only drank

A number of non-drinking students said they do
not like the taste of beer,
but sometimes wine or a
mixed drink tastes okay.

Pulsar.Quartz

"I JUST have never acquired a taste for alcohol,
bat don't mind drinking it
once in awhile," Chris
Moody, sophomore interpersonal and public communications major, said.
Although Moody does not
drink a lot, he said be enjoys attending parties on
occasion. But, he still prefers sports to drinking.
*Td probably rather
play a game of tennis than
go out to a bar to drink,"
Moody said.
Judi Hintz, Junior public
relations major, said her
parents do not drink and
that is probably a big reason why she does not drink.
She likes to go to parties
and bars, and can have a
great time dancing and
being with her friends
without drinking.

car accidents. "I think it's
a terrible waste of life for a
few drinks," she said.
Terri Manion, Junior
marketing major said she
does not mind drinking on
rare occasions, but does
not really care for the taste
of alcohol. She does enjoy
going to parties and ban
sometimes, but also likes
to see a movie or play
auetball on the weeks.

Hintz added that she is
concerned about the high
number of alcohol-related

Mike Bosko, Junior biology major and a guitarist
for The 1Q6 Band, said he

"I HEAR my roommates
stumble in drunk three or
four nights a week, and
then they miss their morning classes and dont feel
good the next day. I always
joke with them about their
drinking because I have
nothing against it, but I
would just rather not
drink." Manion said.

likes to write music In his
free time and does not go to
parties or bars often, prefering Instead to compose
music.
Bosko writes music for
and plays in two punk/new
wave bands. He claims
most of the people who are
into punk and new wave
music are not drinkers,
and many bars have had to
discontinue having a punk/new wave night because
they ware not making
much money on alcohol
sales.
Greg Smith, Junior computer science major and
bass player for the IQS
Band, said that drinking
doss not present a good
image for the band.
"Drinking doesn't look
good when you're in a band
because the band has followers," Smith said

Correction
The News erroneously reported the
names of Dr. Ralph Wahrman and his
daughter Anna wahrman, 7, in the
Dec. 9 edition of Friday magazine.

Wahrman and his OfrajsMs? were included in the story entitled "Jews
Share In Holiday Season With Hanukkah." We regret the error.

Prairie Maigins
Undergraduate Literary Magazine
accepting submissions:
Submit to:

Any colection of watches this elegant loolu like they cost a
fortune. But Pulsar Quartz let* you wear such beauty for
so much less you can easily buy more than one. And
you shl might save on what comparable quality would
cost from other brands.

Open weekday evenings

Klevers
Open 2-5 Sunday
125 N. Main

Prairie Margins
Fiction Poetry 200 University Hall
Literary Criticism
Photography - Drawings
Please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope with your submission

Deadline:
January 20,1984

$20 Award for best
in each category

353-6691

Atari Computers plus rebates make a great Christmas

photo/K Guido Fotca
Santa Claus. played by Matt Mahoney of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, passes
out candy canes in front of the University Union. Accepting the sweet treats
are Karen Allan, (left) and Jeryl Nellett.

16 Subs
310 E. Wooster
352-4497

* STUDY BREAK SPECIAL *
Half-sub, Chili, or Salad
For $1.95
Eat-in
or
carry-out
only
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v
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COUPON)
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Us' the season
for Chicken McNuggets and
McDonald's Gift Certificates!
afyy .y*r Our price

99.86 Our price
-50.00 Atari rebate

49.86

~ 100.00 Atari rebate

Cost alter rebate

Atari 400 Personal Computer
Learning and entertainment center with a I6K programmable memory, color graphics, 4-voice sound system and
a variety ot accessories. Popular entertainment (Pac-Man,
Centipede), educational and home management programs
are available to add to this basic system.

199.94

Atari 1200XL Home Computer
The Atari 1200XL Computer has It all! 64K RAM computing
power, compact, streamlined profile, unique, state-of-theart leatures. Brilliant 256-color graphics and 4-voice sound,
electronically lockable full-stroke keyboard, user setf-leit
system, help key, foreign character set to communicate In
European languages, four advanced programmable function keys and left-hand side loading for easy cartridge
insertion, plus more.

39.90

*"Mr_-

TS

Cost alter rebate

364.88

Data Casaett* Recorder
Allows you to use the many quality
programs available on cassette
tapes as well as save programs
that you write yourself. #410

Atari Dlac Drive
Store text, data or
x programs permanently on compact,
easy-to-handte 5W
diskettes. Each
holds up to 127K
bytes ol Information. #K>50

IE

>_ Norman .Rockwell ii

Norman Rockwell ^--v^:-<^
Ornament I $REE
when you buy a 9B0 book of
McDonald's Gift Certificates
•Designed from a W33 Saturday Evening Put
cover illustration by Norman Rockwell. ©IWH CVC
Ornament compliments of McDonald's and
The Coca-Cola Company. While supplies last

Sharingthe^

89.62 Our price
- 3000 Atari rebate

149.94 Our price

—

DEC. 15-21

- 3O00 Atari rebate
WViOaa Cost alter rebate
Atari 2*00 Qame Coneote
Includes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost. Alto
receive from Atari a coupon book worth $60 on selected
2600 game cartridges. Good through March, 1864.

Good Value* Every
Day for Family,
Horn*. Auto A Farm

15/■%7*T Cost alter rebate
Atari 5200 Super System Oame Console
Includes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost

Andersons General Store

iMcgonaJd*

McDonald's* way of helping you through these testing times
And of saying, "Thank you for your patronage all year."

A warmer way to
weather Exam Week:
COFITOatMcDonaklV
10* REGULAR SIZE
ONLY AT: 1470 E. WOOSTER ST. BOWLING GREEN

518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-Sat. a-g . Sun. 10-6
'ihikih<\*\\<iihii\hiM

Vkfi<ffiWiWf>

bg nvmldecembw 14.19*3 5
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Benefits eliminated
during school breaks
by Mark Dl Vlnconzo
slaft reporter
A new taw passed by the
Ohio General Assembly
has eliminated unemployment compensation beneflts for University
who do not
_J school breaks,
Dr. Karl Vogt, vice preAdent for Operations, said
Monday.
House BUI S6S, effective
Nov. 17, amended the Ohio
Revised Code which
treated all categories of
employees at all educational institutions equally-regarding their eligibility for
unemployment compensation benefits - between semesters and during
holiday and summer periods.
Furloughed employees
will not be eligible for unemployment compensation
benefits from Dec. 22 to
Jan. 17, Christmas break;
from March 17 to March
28, spring break; or from
May 12 to Aug. 28; summer
term. This will continue
into future years until the
taw is amended or repealed.
"We didn't see this
(change In the taw) com-

ing." Vogt said. "We were
trying to keep an eye on it,
but IPs very difficult to do
that because there is always so much going on
with the passing of legislation."
Vogt said the University
became aware of House
Bill 588 and its implications on Dec. l, but it was
too late to make arrangements for the furloughed
employees during the upcoming Christmas break.
HOWEVER, the employees affected by the change
in the law will keep their
medical, dental and life
insurance which is paid by
the University and will
also receive holiday pay
for Dec. 23 and 28 and Jan.
1 These three days of pay
are considered "floating
holidays" - days which are
not holidays but are observed as such, Vogt said.
"We (the offices of the
Vice President for Operations and Personnel Support Services) are in the
process of developing
plans, a strategy, to cushion the Impact of this
change in legislation,"
Vogt said.

IOTICEI

FREE PIZZA
coupon that appeared
in the Fall Semester
Issue of Miscellany
Magazine should have
included NO DELIVERY
and ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
Please excuse the
typesetting error.
Thank You!

Open 7 Days

End of Semester
"Thank You" Said

<l

21/2C

quality copies

All copies • All Day • Every Day

9

(81/2x11 whitepaper • with Student I.D.)
325 E. WOOStOr (Aeroto from Toco Boll)

thursday, 9a.m. to !Op.m.
save 20% to 50% and more

Nows the time to wrap up your holiday shopping with great savings!
Storewide sales and values on fashions for your family!

25%-40% off
lath* Me* ef MM WSVM tap*.
Dressy blouses, novelty tunics,
oxlordcloth shirts and more
styles. Many colors! Sizes 5-13,
Mi Rog. 9.99-130. sol* 7.50-22.50
Juniors (0133/89)

25%-50% off
Stlttttd stylos of
mlssos' coats.

Wool, filled, rainwear, more.
Rag. $694225. sale $49-187.88
Misses Coots (D55/70/150/I49)

60% off
14 kt. gold and diamond
pendants, pierced earrings, entire
stock. Reg. $1754750. sale $784388
Precious Jewelry (D439)

25%-30%
off
Entlro stock of man's
swaatars.
Wool and cotton in several
styles and favorite foil colors.
Rag. $184100 sola 13.58475
Men's S~.oi.ri (0107)

Dressy blouses

Clubhouse sportswear

Robas, loungawaar

Y 00119 Collector tweeters

25% off

25% off

20%-40% off

20% off

W*stport drossy bloosos. Ruffles.
bows. lac*, (obots, beading.
R.g $20434. sol* $15-15.50
W.ilport Blouxi (MO)

Already reduced famous maker
coordinates. Sports Color*, mor*.
Orifl $524159. sate29.15-87.16
Clubhous* (0176/444)

Entire stock of fltsct, panne
velour. terry valour.
Orig $42 $80. sole ?3.t9 U4
Lounoe¥»«of (D64)

Wool and silk angora blend, cotton
ocrylk in many colors. Reg. $15432
sate $12-25.68
Young Collector (0647)
_

Junior holiday sweaters

Yewtfj Mee s rsRjWts

All Poctsettor fail ftomiel

Knit and novelty hgacrwsar

30% off

30% off

25% off

20%-40% off

Twill collar rugbies, entire stock.
Polyester/cotton, solids, stripes.
Reg. $15425. sale 10.50-19.40
Young Man's (0104)

A collection ol wool flannel blows,
skirts and pants in fall colors.
Reg. $624140, sol. 44.504165
Pacesetter (0177)

Glovei. mitteni. scarves., hats.
fedoras. Includes already roducod
styles Orig. U> U>* now 3 40-51.M
Oioves(D17)

Junior pastel holiday novelty sweaters.
by Georgte Porgie. Cambridge. Rag.
1 5.99*48. sale 11.20-34.40
Juniors (D63S)

Clubhc jse
10% off all regular and reduced blous*s.
Rag. $28 $68. Mis 19.M-47.40
30% off entire stock of weekend
.HI Reg. $20450, sal* SU-ISf
Clubhouse (D676/476/443)

Pacesetter
86% off famous mak*r fall coordinates
Reg $484126. set* $24443
21% off holiday wool llann.l. blouses.
swaatars. coordlnotaa, moral
Rag. $484142. s«l* $34-104.58
Pocasattar(DI77)

Young Collector
10% off oil cardigan, shotlond swaatars.
Rag. $15 $32. sol. $12-25.40
Gloria Vonderblft coordinates
Rag. $25 $38. sol* 15.99-24.99
10% off all blousos. shirts.
R*g. $22432 sol. 17.40-25.40
»i% off antlra stock skirt*.
Rag. 24.99445. sal* 11.74-14.24
25% off antlra stock Essentials
corduroys. Rag. $29, now 21.75
30% off Chaus furbland swaatars.
Rag. $27 $36. sal* lt.96-2f .20
f ant-Mar |ockats, skirts, blousas.
Stocks! parch*** 14.99-f9.99
Young Collector (DM7/*62/MI/4**/444/14*)

Dresses
10% off all r*gular price dresses
Rag. $38-$265. sale 36.40-$ 199
Ores*** (0131/135/105/114/ 57/252/1 SO)

Plaza
2$%-M% afl famous maker wool co
ordlnotsw. Rag. 15.99449. sate $3)14114
"etas us maker wool bland skirts.
Rag. 19.99426. sale $31434
'emeus asefcer bloiar seporotaa.
Rag. 26.99449. sate II .40-39.10
Carduray pants by Worldwide
Rag. $29, sate $21
If % afl Foroh, Soko mlssas pants.
Rag. $22423, sale 14.5017.11
Pahjsrlsa stripes, solids, pofyorlon pants.
Reg. $34436. saU $15427
If % off gorbardlne skirts, vorlety
of colors. Rag. $34. set* H.50
M% afl J. Pride Austrlon style lockets.
Rag. $90, sate 44.99
If %-44% elf famous maker octfvowear,
assorted colors. Now $12-47.99
15% off blows, skirts, pants.
Rag. $30468. ease U.504f 1
14% 40% off Korat. Act 3coordinates.
Reg $36492, sols $36 $69
36%-66% aff wool bland ocrylk cardigans. Rag. $30460. sale $18498
H% off solid, strip* cotton swaatars.
Rag. $26490. sal* 19.99438
More (0109/83/94/43)

rjj/l
28% off Gotham. Designer swaatars.
Rag. $18420. aate 13.88418
18% off acrylic, cotton Novelty
swaatars. Rag. $12425. seta $9-18.78
28% aff variety of drossy blousas.
Rag. $20428. sale $15-19.99
thsHsaa1 sweaters, flat, coble stitch.
Reg. $12. aate $9
28% off oxford blousos. vortoty of
colors. R*g $12, sal* $9
25% off all reduced price skirts.
Reg. $18428. sate I6.IS-16.78
25% aff all reduced price novelty
sweaters. Reg. $15439. sate 7.50-17.24
26%-ff % off famous maker coordinates.
Reg. $20458, sate $16-43.88
Westport (01M/M/I54/6M/I62)

Juniors
28% eft suits. Reg. $79. sat* 63.28
30% off wool, quilted, poplin coats.
Reg. $394175. s*l« 20.39-123.49
L** end Chk 5-pocket jeans.
$e*clei value $19
25% 40% off entire stock shirts, blouses.
Rag. 9.99430. fate 7.88-22.88
38% off entlro stock dresses.
Reg. $24492. aate 1t.66-44.49
14% 49% aff selected octfvowoar.
Rag. $10436. eat* 7.88427
25% 40% famous maker coordinatas.
Rag. $16460. MU111445
3*%4*% off Brittanla, mar* fashion
toons. Rag. $19439. aate 14.15-19.15
Sessea, nsera corduroy j*ons. oxfords.
Reg. $19432. aat* 14.99-2S.99
46% aff Jordocha. more status bask
loons. Rag. $30440. eat* $18424
15% 44% off all ponts. skirts.
Reg. $16499.11.99-27.38
20% 40% off porrts. shirts, shirts,
blousas. Rag. $l8-$32. sate 13.58414
*• % e*Jf fornous snotiarKM.
Reg. $9-12.99. sal* 4.36-9.16
Juniors (DII9/11I/I3S/89/1I5/21V14S/
6,1S'2U/3l7/224/4O5/230/43S/243)

Accessories

Intimcve ADDO^e
2*%4*% off famous flannels.
Rog. $184110. sate $12487
28% off fomous gowns, robes.
' Reg. $17494. sate 13.40-43.20
28% off selectad nylon, cotton
! panties w/thormals. Rog. $2426.
soUl.40-20.00
28% off fomous sloopweor. Reg.
$13-$55. sal* 9.78-41.If
28% aff fomous warm sleepweor.
Reg. $20478. sat* 11.99-68.68
28%-48% aff all teddies. Rog.
$21428. sate $12-22.48
28% elf oil traditional daywoar.
Rog. 7.50427. sat* $6-21.68
20%-40% aff entire stock robes,
lounge wear. Orig. $42 $80
sate 23.99464
18% off Maidanform, Warners doywear.
R*g $10420. saUM-tlO
Intlmot* (D288/121/007/217/155/
400/34/134/441/044)

Men's
If % -48% aff woven sportshlrts.
Rag. $16445. sate 9.684S.7S
28% off selected occessorios, gifts.
Rag. 7.50483. sate $6468
18% aff dress, cosual leather gloves.
Rag. $22440, sate I7.6S4S2
2f% off Mocys Own fitted, lull cut
dress shirts. Rog. $21, now $18
28% off all wool Has.
Rag. $12-12.90. aate $9-9.38
2f% off oil silk ll.s.
Rag. 14.90420. sate If .88418
15% 38% off rugbies and sweatshirts.
Reg. $22438. eat* 14.50-M.5t
38% off solid ond fancy valours.
Rag. $24434. sate 1t.8S-2S.SS
38% aff fashion fUec* soparotas.
Rog. $12424. sat* 6.46-16.66
38% off entire fucasetter deportment.
Reg. $164470. sate 11484329
26% off all coots, jackets.
Reg. $604275. sate 82.86-168.76
Haeger, Pars* sportcoats
Orig. $1004109. asm $69
Msiaasri Oaty corduroy sportcoots..
Orig. $85. new 63.78
Farok end sear* corduroy slocks.
Orig. $3843.90. aow $21

2S»48% aff oil modorals handbags
Rog. 10.99499. s*W 8.14-37.M
28% off Sateet socks, lofwormers, tights.
R*g 2.75426. sole 1.86411
88% aff selected smoH loothor goods.
Rag. 6.90436. sets 3.16413
Orig. 32.90449. aow $314*3
2f%-48% off ktothor and pig suede gloves,
ftrTwm, Joe) sfttafCs more trtownd
knit polmers. Reg. $7492, sete 4.1*449
slocks. Orig. $30. new $31
88% off antlra stock 14kt. gotd charms.
38% aff entire stock men's underweor.
flag. $194110. aate 7.66468
Orig. $4-19.90. sate $3-14.41
88% aff gold HBod eorrings. pondonts.
28% aff loft. Brownstone hosiery.
Rog. $20470. sot* $ 16438
Orig. $2 2.50. sate 1.5f-1.8f
16% eft oil fashion hats.
28% aff entire stock robes, pofomos.
Rag. $10472. sets $8-87.46
Orig. $144*0. sofa 16.8844*
2*% erf pottorne, solta!
38% off Greot Pktfns Clothing Co
Reg. $9420. sate7.38411
corduroy loans. Orig. $30. sat* $14
(PI ll/04/9»Vir/6a9/*3t/54)

Sorry, no mall or phone orders.
Shop Macy's 13 Hour Sale
Thursday 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

If % eft Hoggor corduroy separates.
Orig. $30480. now 1648448
Men's (039/049/8/31/17/471/101/147/103/
413/111/105/113/lft)

Young Men
H% -40% aff Young Men's status, fashion
danlm. Rag. $19430, sots 11.4*421
Entire stock Young Men s Great Plains
Clothing Co. boot, straight lag loans.
f*ew$l3
3*% elf bask fleece tops, bottoms.
Reg. $12416, sale t.46-11.It
38% off Young Men's long sleev twill
collar rugby shirts. Reg. $15-$2S,
sate 16.8S-I9.6*
Young Men's (DI83/483/10t/l04)

36%-**% off woven, flannel shirts.
Reg. $10-16.50. sate $7448
38% off already reduced outerwear
Rag. $294*0. sate 16.7844*
25% 44% off all knits, octtvawoor.
Reg. 6.50422. sot*4.87-164*
38% aff gloves. hats, oar muffs, mufflers.
Rag. $4413. sate 2.88-9.16
39% 89% off all swaatars. valours.
Rag. $9421. sole 64*-14 JO
38% aff Great Plaint corduroy boot
cut loons. Orig. $13415. 7.78-16.50
28% off tnbl.nd. corduroy, twill slacks.
Orig. 18.50423 sat* 16.88-16.13
38% aff antlra stock paramos, robes.
Rog. $10420. sot* 7.SS41S
Boys (071/74/58/141/677): AN Macy's.

Children s
18% off oil plush toys, animals.
Reg. $5440. sate $44*3
28% off oil girt* slippers.
Rog. 4.90412. tat* 34*4*
88% off all Infant, toddler Oshkosh
ptoywoor. Rag. 110430. sat* 74* II 5*
28% off oil Infant, toddler outerwear.
Reg. $11445. sole 8.86434
18% off Intont. toddler, novelty sets.
Rag. 818424. sate 134*417
28% off select infant fashion stretch
sleepers. Rog. $12419. sate $9-1146
11% off oil girls sleepweor.
Rog. $11439. sole 6.16-18.78
18% off 4-6x Loo, Jordoch*. mor* denim
loans. Rag. $10-20.99. set. $8-16.79
18% off girls 7-14 5-oocket foshton. bask
loans. Rog. 18.99-29.99. sat* 18.19-18.79
18%**follgWs4-l4|ogsults.
Rog. $22432, eat* 14.66414
If % off girls 7-14 bod porrts. shorts. Saga.
more Rag. fit -$28. eat* 13.8*411
38% off select girls 4-14, preteen
swaatars. Rog. $10422, sate 748-1648
Chlktrens (060/43/46/31/37/148): oM Mary's.
Seefjcf rorte very ey store.

macyS
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CJSG wraps up business, outlines plans for spring
by
slot) reporter

The Undergraduate Student Government wrapped
op this semester's business
last night at their final
{of the semester by
; what they have
»e and outlining
what they plan to do nen
semester.
The outstanding event
for USG this semester was
the election, Or. Paul Olscamp, University president, said. "They did a

phenomenal job in that regard," be added. "They
snowed a remarkable level
of organization and hard
work"'
The voter registration
drive in October earned
USG the recognition of
having the largest percentSe of people register out
all Ohio colleges.
"I would like to think
mat if Issue 1 wasn't on the
ballot we still would have
gotten their support," 01scampsaid.
Because of the voter reg-

istration drive and the role
USG played in informing
students about the state
issues, students have become more aware of USG.
"In the past I don't think
students realized how accessible USG was." Karen
Washbush, USG vice president said. "Our role is to
serve the students."
HOWEVER, Washbush
said, "Regardless of the
election, USG would be
Just as popular now because we would have

$5.00 OFF
~.www.a

J

,■

I Any Purchase of $25.00 or more I

worked at other areas."
Besides the registration
drive, an area USG has
earned recognition for was
the development of the Intra-University President's
council, a group which
meets bi-monthly consisting of all campus organizational presidents.
"Brian (Baird, USG
president) created the
president's council independently of the election
year," Olscamn said,
praising the establishment
of the council because it

by Morgan K. Sale*

reporter

• Sweats • Running Gear
• Racquetball Equip • T-shirts

Falcon House

L

3"Merrv Christmas";
Special!

mint?

10% off any purchase
Get something to
work on over break!
(Now thru Dec. 19)

For all your
Christmas needs
for party
center pieces,
mistletoe, corsages,
boutonnieres,
holly and pines!

i
i
■

354-1437

I

a

nessmen agree that as the
semester winds down the
number of bounced checks
increases. Some businesses reported that the
number of checks overdrawn on accounts increased when the
University switched from
quarters to the semester
system, although no evidence was given for this
increase.
One of the local businesses that is reluctant to
take a check is Mark's
Pizza, 532 E. Wooster.
"Checks are a real problem especially at the end of
the season. It s not that we
don't want to do business
with people, but if you get
burned enough times you
begin to get gun-shy,"
Mark Pape, owner of
Mark's Pizza, said.
Pape said he is cautious
because some people write
checks they know they
can't cover.
"It used to be that a
check would have to be
personally approved by me

Offer
Carousel
Beauty Shop
v
•SB
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

Merry Christmas from
all of us to you!

I
I

successful programs
this
semester was Tto0 with
your Rep," a program created to get more students
involved with the USG.
"I'm not surprised 'Rap
with your Rep' had a low
turnout," Olscamn said,
adding that he could have
told the USG officers that it
would not be productive.
However, he praised the
officers for trying to do it.
Even though ''Rap with
your Rep" was unsuccessful this semester, USG
plans to concentrate on it

and continue it in January,
Washbush said.
"As long as we're making the effort to get students involved, that's all
we can do," she added.
USG HAS several other
pieces of business on next
semester's agenda. One of
the main issues USG will
address concerns the student body constitution.
"There are currently
three clauses of the student
body constitution that
aren't passed yet," Baird
said.

As semester ends, more checks bounce

As the semester draws to
a dose and students become preoccupied with
thoughts of final exams
Few University students
and going home for the
carry cold hard cash anyholiday, several local busimore. So, when they need
nesses report that students
to make a purchase fast,
pass a high number of bad
they reach tor the checkchecks.
"The number of bad
But while the checkbook
rrvides convenient cash, checks we receive goes up
fantastically at the end of
is a problem area for
"Shop the Falcon House for the active people on your Christmas list!"
the semester probably besome businesses that de140 E. Wooster Across from Sub-Me-Quick
352-3610
cause at that time most
rive a great deal of their
kids are out of food couincome from University
pons," Meredith Myles,
students.
owner of Myles Pizza Pub,
516 E. Wooster, said. "During finals week alone we
get nearly 25 bad checks."
Myles estimates that
nearly 40 percent of his
gross income is paid by
I
*&
checks, averaging about
I
1,000 checks per week acI
cepted by his business.
''With that high a perI
centage of my income
coming in check form, it
I
would be foolish of me to
tamper with that part of
my Business," be said.
with BGSU ID!
OTHER LOCAL busiSOMETHING EXTRA
in Counted Cross Stitch I
coupon
190 S. Main, Mini Mall I
Special

I See our • Running Shoes

that take up a lot of time,"
she added.
"WE ARE dealing more
effectively with minority
students/' Baird said. "We
are trying to break down
the barriers with the Black
Student Union and the
Latin Student Union," he
said, adding that everything we've done is for all
students not just a specific
group.
While USG has received
some favorable responses
to several of their programs, one of their least

Kovided opportunities
it wouldn t normally
happen, such as allowing
him to meet with all the
organizational presidents
without having to attend
each individual meeting.
"It also forces organizations to see what other
groups are doing," 01scamp added.
There were also a number of less well-known accomplishments made by
the USG this semester,
Washbush said. "We've
done a lot of little things

before we would accept it.
Student checks unfortunately are the big problem.
It's just a few bad (students) who give a blackeye to them all," he said.
BOTH Pape and Myles
said they do not access a
service charge to customers who come in promptly
to make good on a check.
Only if someone delays in
making good on a check do
they apply a service
charge to the price of the
At the University, an average of 100 bad checks are
written per month according to Pam Sanders, account clerk for the
Bursar's Office.
"The heaviest time is
just after fee billings go
out," Sanders said. "We
also have a lot of trouble
with students writing
checks for cash."
When a check is returned
to the Bursar's Office for
insufficient funds, the
amount of the check plus a

oPBOmJIoV F'«* Delivery
l"TZ20/
OPI N 4 p.m.

Utl.V
.I.«>»1W. «l..

352-5166

NEXUS

ONE COUPON PER PI
PIZZA
EXPIRES 1-31-84

I

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.

IN TO PICK UP THE
1984-1983 STUDENT
HOUSING BROCHURE

THE BOOK BUY BACK HAS
STARTED AT SBXU
NOW PAYING TOP PRI$E$
FOR
YOUR USED TEXTS!!
TOP WHOLESALE PRICES FOR BOOKS NO
LONGER BEING USED AT B.G.S.U.

1

;|!MJ )v:I^ny •*°11 Pizz°> °f forge SUB

Braiding Styles Available

4REDKEN EXPIRES 12/22/83

MOST LOCAL businesses have a mandatory
charge that must be paid
along with the amount of
the bad check. The repayment must be in cash or by
money order for any check
written on an overdrawn
account.
In addition to any sanctions placed by businesses
on individuals who write
bad checks, the banks also
charge those accounts that
have checks returned for
non-sufficient funds. Huntington National Bank and
Mid-American National
Bank place a service
charge of $12 on all bad
checks charged to a customer's account.

iS 50t OFF 1

Ask for Peggy

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE

$10 service charge is applied to the student's account.
Also the student's name
is placed on a bad check
list. Once on the list a student is prohibited from
writing a check to the University for six months,
according to Sanders.

FEATURING:
1 BEDROOM
LARGE HOUSES
2 BEDROOM
DUPLEXES

9

NURSE CORPS
EARLY COMMISSIONING PROGRAM:
W- JOS SECURITY
V EXPERIENCE
V RESPONSIBILITY

>
,
I
>

W raetTiai
«T~ AM FORCE NURSING
Check the Air Fore* H you're looking lor 1
career in nursing thai oilers opportunity,
responsibility, and advantages — Air Force
nursing IS lor you.

ANY SIZE OR PRICE TO
MEET YOUR HOUSING NEEDSI
SOMETHING TO PLEASE
EVERYONEI

•
,
I

From the Staff of Newlove Management:
*MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEAR!'
E\
328 S. Main 352-5620
I

II you nave • BSN contact

Contact:

Sgt. J. Gregory Hiti
7550 Lucern Dr. Suite 100
Middleburg His..OH 44130
Call Collect:
(216)522-4325

\ • happy holidays • bash riprocks • happy holidays * bash riprocks * happy holidays • bash riprocka]
w

* WE STILL HAVE A LARGE I
QUANTITY OF T-SHIRTS,
SWEATSHIRTS, & JACKETS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR
CHRISTMAS NEEDS! MANY
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM! *

^Z^^Z

1 •

/^BUY 1 GET 1 FREE
a
Jf >d
£&0^\
\

•
•
•
•

your choice of any menu item
eat in, carry out. delivery
coupon must accompany purchase
one coupon per customer

• valid thru 12-20

(

BASH RIPROCKS
128 W. WOOSTER

354-3939

'STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE j

flffil

STORE HOURS
• SPECIAL REVISED;
|DEC. 13-16 9-5:30

. A, JH^ iDEC 17 9-5

HOURS'

SUN. DEC. 18 1-5 p.m.i
DEC 19-21_9:7_
jj

'where you always get more for your money"

f

nappy holidays * bash riprocks • happy holidays • bash riprocks * happy holidays * bash riprocks
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Campus business hours listed for finals week
The following schedule
Ma bastaess hours for
University hnflrHngi during fuals week.

noon to • p.m. Monday
through Sunday.
The Jerome library wul
be open today through Friday from I a.m. to midnight, Saturday and

The Student Recreation
Center will be open from

Sunday from I a.m. to midnight, next Monday and
Tuesday from 8 a.m. to
midnight and next Wednesday and Thursday from
noon to 5 p.m.
The University Bookstore

open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
on Thursday and Friday, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday, 7 ajn. to 7
p.m. next Monday, and 7
a.m to 4 pjn. next Tuesday.

will be open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily.
The University Union
wfil be open from 8 a.m. to
S pjn. daily. The Union
information desk will be

BG athlete
WSA stresses culture suspended
If you've ever wondered
what kind of food is eaten
in Aruba or Malaysia,
what type of clothing is
worn in Sri Lanka or what
citizens of Nepal do on
Saturday night, a group of
international strornts on
campus from these countries can tell you.
The World Student Association is initiating a program of informal cultural
(hanissions to generate international awareness and
understanding, according
to Diana Pen, sophomore
Journalism and English
malar and WSA member.
"We feel that a lot of
people are not aware of

WSA," Pen said. Some of
the students in it are willing to give presentations in
classes, for residence hall
functions, or organizational meetings, Pen said.
Students are available
from more than SO countries, including Finland,
India, Belgium, Cyprus,
Zambia and West Germany.
Peh said the students are
available to talk informally about the culture of
their home countries. "It's
a two-way thing; it's not
Just a lecture,'7^ she said.
The talks are supposed to
be "light," MTdealing
with controversial issues

such as politics, Peh said.
According to the WSA
constitution, "The name of
the WSA organisation shall
not be used to express an
opinion that is not shared
by the majority of its constituents. ''For this reason.
are not encouraged to use
their pePMSMU opinions as
representative of others in
their country.
Exposing various cultures is an opportunity to
increase understanding of
those countries, Peh said.
She added mat geography,
history, and political science classes could especially benefit from the
talks.

CASE WESURN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CLEVELAND OHIO 44J06

JOIN THE INFORMATION AGE
uate degree WORK for you.
Investigate . .

Choose a course ot
study in. . . .

«»{_».

.and make your undergrad-

by Moray Grand*
stall reporter

that he did commit the
"alleged violations" as
charged.
Edmunds accepted the
board's recommendation
that Story's original summary suspension - an indefinite suspension
prohibiting any possibility
of being readmitted to the
University - be reduced to
suspension.
According to Boutelle,
Story may be considered
for readmission to the University until the spring
1985 date, Boutelle said.
However, be has the option to further appeal the
board's decision on his
case to University President Dr. Paul Olscamp,
Boutelle said.

Falcon running back Daryl Story has been suspended from the
University until spring semester of 1985.
Story has been suspended for "alleged violations of the Student Code"
since Dec. 2 by Vice President of Student Affairs Dr.
Mary Edmunds.
^Tbe sophomore tailback
"from Dayton will not play
with the Falcons at least
for another year, according to director of Public
Relations Cliff Boutelle.
The University Appeals
Board upheld Story's suspension when they ruled

:■:■:•:'■':

dateline
Dec. 14. 1983
VscekMS - Students who
have requested a measle
vaccination can get them
through Friday from 1-4:30
i.m. at the Student Health
Freshman Follies "Freshman Follies," a
musical revue, will be presented at 8 p.m. nightly
through Saturday at the
Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall. Admission Is $1.50 at the door.
Tickets go on sale at 7 p.m.
prior to performances. All
are welcome to attend.

Stars - A stargazing session will be held from 7:309:30 p.m. on the roof of the
Life Sciences Building,
weather permitting. Sponsored by the Physics and
Astronomy Departments.
Open to all.
Fashion - Stephanie Jubert, a buyer for Lion Department Store, will speak
at 8 p.m. in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
Sponsored by the Fashion
Merchandising Association. Open to all.
Skating - Public skating
will be held from 8-10 pjn.
at the Ice Arena. Students
price is |1.25 with Univer-

sity ID. Skate rental is 50
cents. Open to all.
Exam Cram - An exam
cram will be held in the
Commuter Center, basement of Moseley, from 5
pjn. Thursday to 5 pjn.
Saturday and again from 5
pjn. Sunday to 5 pjn. Monday. Coffee, hot chocolate,
and tea will be provided.
Open to all.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the event.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
STUDY BREAK
Open to All Members

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, and
FINANCIAL AID 1984-85 available for The
Master of Science In Library Science (MSLS)
program at the MATTHEW A. BAXTER
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE
Librarianship: Academic, Art, Health Sciences, Law, Music, Public, Special and Technical Information
Information Science
Archives and Manuscript Administration
rantf COMPLETE YOUR PROFESSIONAL DEGREE IN ONE YEAR.

Fri., Dec. 16 8:15-10:15
106 BA Building

JOHN & PHIL
GOOD LOCK ON
FINALS!!
I LOVE YOG BOTH
BECKY

Bonus payoff for liberal arts and social sciences graduates.
Good jobs at competitive salaries where
you can use your education in your
career.
For further information on programs and financial aid, contact:
Admissions Officer
Matthew A. Baxter School of Information
and Library Science
Baker Building 311
Case Western Reserve Urdverstiy
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Or call collect (216) 368-3500

tbcfwd f CcMUc, Governor
OTMO Department o< Natural letourcci

Office of Irtier Control
U. Gov Myrl H Shoemaker, Dwecto*

You're Covered!
With your
photo on
the cover
of Newsweek
and with all
off the news
delivered
weekly at
an incredibly
low rate!

Newsweek
)rrow's leaders
Today

Your photo
free on the
cover of
Newsweek
with o paid
subscription!

The Campus Connection
Subscribe now and you'll start receiving issues of Newsweek—providing you with
provocative insights and perspectives on events. In addition, you'll receive
Newsweek On Campus six times during the school year, with editorial features
geared to you.

You'll also receive the photo of your choice represented as a Newsweek cover.
You can be an instant celebrity! All for the low price of $11.70 for 26 issues. That's
45 cents an issue—65% off the cover price.

HOW TO ORDER
YOUR NEWSWEEK COVER
>
■

i

photograph you wa

•■•'■

PMSS POBOJ

. WA

PMSS PO Box 34057
Seettle.WA 98124
Send me my photo on the cover of Newtweek free with
my paid nibKhption. 26 weelu for 111.70 or 52
for $22.15. Encloiedu$
_.
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Name.

;'■.'. Id : i ■ . '

Formal

Addree..
City. SuU. Zip.
School

.GredYear.

FUwi |<x>d (or Kuiknu and educMon only within the US
Sony, no "Bill Me'i" with Uu nctpuonai ofltr.
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*"Uo»** of 2nd Weet
% Rodgers.
Thinks for being
such ■ special floorv
,you al are super. Get
psyched for next semester Hope your
is groovy.
•- m ChristmasLove,
Laura

'".-jOeerISS (Tommy).
I'm super glad that you
have become a great
pert of my Me Here's to
the beet times we have
hed together a to the
more to come in the
New Year
Merry
Christmas to ihe Greatest Guy in the work).
Love ya Lots.
Ronda

. V

-

,.-~*---^>'

**" •'
•-k

J

I would hope that the
gang, the boys, and
the chicks have a
holiday futi of "good
cheer'!!
II miss you guys!

'

> Lawn
Good thing you're
staying next semester so we can go to
Florida for Christmas.
hope we can find a
nude beach, If not we
can start ono.

V
m

V

48

*fc

•"-.'For 45 wfta we've Iwed 10pj**er 4 now you're Iwevtng. me
IO oM mamee NO one Mievea
we d make ft thru 1 wV. mu^
lew 3 eemeelere (Evwn rhol hit
_
you w my walhat"
VoynDAtglM mosl I0K«
*
poop* r« iw itw I i know
9m« reefciee now lucky he «
w
.
Qood Luc*. 1 Remember I love
•).

• .

S.f

PSOf'i Deed-

#

ye

,-.•-* iual want Io aay
THANKS" lor b«ng my
bast Mend a tor being mat
apedal aomaona who taa
f . •
my Me wtlh laughter s
^ '•
■maw I'm ao happy we're
r J
SmSy graduating a ao
,*T
proud ol you polling an
./
MeraNp I LOVE YOUI
•
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
•
•.
Lova.
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Mark,
Hill What more could
I ask for Christmas
You are my fav.
buddy & I love you
megaa. Hope your
Christmas Is filled
wtth cheer & me.
Love, Laura-Yah! Finals are almost over11

«

•

■*3
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906 STOVASH
OOOO LUCK NEXT SEMESTER ON YOUR INTERNSH*> IN WASHINGTON
DC
THE SENATORS
WIVES WSJ. NEVER BE
THE SAME GOOD LUCK
ILL MISS YA'
YOUR ROOMIE
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both of you would have
to be I love you both.
Hope your Christmas is
merry * bright
OZ Love, U' (Big) Laura
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John,
The last month has
been great! I'm sure
that Christmas break
wM be better yet.
Remember long
term investments are
looking up!
Love.
the mouse

L

■
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»

••>*

•
•. •

know it's to stay. Have a
very Merry Christmas!
Love.
Ron

V.

*•
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LEE ANNE COLE.
Although ttus Christmas
wish comes from miles
away, when it comes
from the heart, you

Si"

•>

4-

£&

VIP
-m- ■

- TreJuat a little Christmas
spirit sent your way to
lei you know I love you!
We're gonna have a
greet Chrlatmas-and an
even better New Year
Love ya
Lynn
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Becksy.
Morlicia
Bon,
Stool Stephen. & our mascot
Romeo-Moybe il
JUST OOESNT MATTER,
but you've an done a lantasIK lob! IBurson-Marsteesi
wi never be the same!)
Whatever
happens, go
home, lorget about 440. >
have s GREAT Christmas'
Your 'ever'-lovmg AE .
Aunt Betsy
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'"'Buddy, Chris a JR: ^'
ALPHA PHI WOULD
UKE TO WISH EVERYONE A WONDERFUL HOLIDAY
SEASON

.♦>.
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To My etti A Elm. Apt
11 Roomies
Thanks for making my
Senior Yew the absolute best!! Merry
Christmas" ID,miss you!
Love, Jody
PS Let's al take a
bath*

"*0#>*

■

Jiitd James
Even though we ■ be apan
when Santa oomee lo cad.
Rtymember Nay*. Veer ■ wel be
togtttwr
t we're gotng to have ■ OaH
»*i 2lMWbeeipeciatday.
•or it wee only one ye* aoo
l mat you Dew) Jamee McCarty
And Oh l love you So"
Al my love.
Natate IVour ItrrnQ-T I

AMERSHAVE A MERRY
CHRISTMAS » GREAT
BREAK WTTH YOUR
WILD FAMILY
WE
LOVE YOU POPEYE
FRIENDS ALWAYS.
LINDA 4 TERRI

-

*

Here's wishing you a
Merry Chnstmaa a an
eapacialty Happy New
Year' Fnends Hke you
are a dime a dozen1
Don't lorget our PreChrisbnas Party'
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To Ihs WIMonouM
Wei gwls. were hell wev
mere Haani n Men ihe
grealeer? You ouys are
reefy special Io me A I'm so
glad we've al grown so
doee Have a Merry X mas
gels a big lun over break I
love you guys'
Yoi* tavorte roonve IHa1)

Al Acheson.
I'll be waiting for the
steak dinner Congratulations! You finally made it Merry
Christmas!
Fraternally.
Ron

»?

Dana
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Kim Lawwr A DG 4 an
AX at Max i Ermas1
LKtos'r*? But no moYiea'!
I don't know if I can
handle an enore month
ol Being devious with

To All Delta Sig New
Initiates:
Congrats on being
initiated We're glad
to welcome you to
our brotherhood.
Love. The Brothers
of Delta Sigma Pi

the K. & M.I.A.
Love. Jon Greasings
biggest Fan
PS Oh Shaving Cream'

.^ *,-<,^
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Johrma. Abby. Strobe.
Kobo.
Pat.
Vic
etc. Have a great x-maa
a a super New Year
Let's get stoned »
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May the Women of
Mac East have a very
Merry Christmas'
Good Luck on finals.
Mrs. B. Rose & her
Buds.

ALPHA PHI'SMay Christmas bring
you all the toy. laughter, love S tftagtc of
the Season-find lots
ot Mistletoe!')
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To Ihree ol my lavourtte
paople-Taa, Deairee a
Berenice. I've enjoyed
(Ung with you so much
that I'm really looking
forward lo the coming
year Good kick on your
finals
a
Merry
Christmas!!
Your S'porean Roomie
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•»*
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St

BUy.

PJ. Skess, OB.. Lorl.
Annie. Murph. Martron.
Food.
Ooper.
Dish,

o

Gordy Sell-Merry
Christmas and
PLEASE don't wreck
your bike over
break'

Becky. Squanas. a Sue:

'.■

I'm going to miss you
guys. Please keep in
touch Good Luck on
your future endeavors
Love, Jean.
PS Merry X-maa everyone!!!

1/
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Love. Mary
I

TO
The excellent
women on 6th West
Oftenhauer-Thanks lor
a
SUPER semester

m
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■**

Matt.

■

Good Luck on finals a
make these holidays
your
happiest
ever.
Wishing you peace a
love,
Your R.A a Friend,
Becky

»Vl
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John,
You've made the first
semester bearable
What a great, yet still
single, guy Merriest
Greetings. Your polar-partner,
Alexander

•-.-.f.
ROBIN, MERRY
CHRISTMASII!
IN mess you, but I'll be
looking forward to
December 30th.
LOVE, TIMMY
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Dog BlacuitsT?
MERRY CHRISTMAS".

*■#

Mac.
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KARI,
1 HOPE THE HOUAYS GIVE YOU AS
MUCH JOY AS YOU
HAVE GIVEN ME
THE LAST COUPLE
OF MONTHS
LOVE, MICHAEL

Qlp.
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To all males who -v
have participated In
our midnight rendezvous...Thanks for the
"after hours'' excitement! Looking torwar d to next
semester!
Happy Holidays!
Natalie « Amy

.
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DEAR PAUL.
Tina past month a a half
t)»M oeen terrific! I don't
know what I would do
without you. Thanks lor
mvtttng me lo your date
party I'l miss you over
break. You've added so
much to my He!
I LOVE YOUI
JUUE

-■•r
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Conklin EmpireDave, Nate er Hank,
Brian, Meyer, Rap,
Sweeg, ft Whltty,
thanks for a great first
••master. You've
made the flatlands
driveable Happy Holidays my friends.
JJ AND ALEX

B.D.S.H..
Again another hoaday
apart, but don't worry!
Soon, yes soon, we wt)
-be spending al our hotdays together. See you
after X-maa a remember
»$
Have
a
Merry
Ciwtetas.
I LOVE YOU,
Moi
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BrotheraotSlgrnaPhi"
Epason
May the |ob of the
Holiday Season carry
on Into the New Year.
Thank* for being our
brother* a our
friend*.
Love,
The Golden Hearts
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AMY
THE PAST FIVE
MONTHS HAVE
BEEN SUPER!
THANK YOU FOR
BEING PATIENT
MERRY CHRISTMAS
HON!
I LOVE YOU S*JL
CRAK3 : •*.
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Wham Santa MOM
down the chimney,
hope ha bring* lots of
nice surprises to the
ADPIs.
Happy Holidays to
everyone!!!!
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KAPPA SIGMA
BROTHERS
HOPE YOU HAVE A
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW
YEARI!
SCHNEIDS
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Garri, Lorl, Kim:
Merry Christmas!
You guys are the
greatest.
Love, Pam
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SPLASH-I wouU hope you'■"'%
have a very Happy B-Oey .„§>
on Ihe 10tl.
■*■',
FLASH-Congrals on gred. a»
PHEE-CNcka. they Og
YEW
RACHEL-Heve a wad one
on Ihe 31st
AND A MERRY
CHRISTMA8 TO THE
OANQ.
THE BOYS. AND MY.
GREAT R M 5 >
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• Gf«g Simon,
"'
Hawl it bMn quite th*
M>nvMt»f^ WH. I'm v*ry
harpy to have luwwn you A
I want you to know mat you
•re (eeJTy special to me I'm
going to mtas you a lot
come SOT Sam to be aura
to atop by even |uet to aay
■HP1 Have a Marry X-maa
Greg A a super bread
Lova Always. Dana
.
PS Beware ol trta oocka*

holidays1
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The sisters of
Gamma Phi Beta
would like to wish
everyone GOOD
LUCK on finals and
Seasons Greetings!!

a - *,1£ a

Swbhan Campbell"
I went to wish the besi
roomie ever the happiest Christmas & rowdies! New Years yet!!
Love ya Ions, Pattycakes
PS -You can
tuna-whalcha-wanna,
but I heard that the Star
Ship
Enterprise
was
lending In Cinci lor me
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Big Joanne S Li' Linos.
We are the best family!!
But then, any family with

•
•
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Rich Pohle: Thank
you for everything.
The last few months
have been great I'm
looking forward to the
next.
143, Sue
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DOC.
BAA BAA! Je t'aime!
It all means the same.
I I do! Please try to
stay out of trouble
this year. I'll miss
you!
Love,

'."v

•a*-. ■-*

J*P.
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I... To My UttleDoty,
Have a Merry Chnstmss
« s Happy New Year!!
You made this semester
the best ol all Keep up
the good work. Keep
your closet! bare over
vacation Hope to see
you over New Year's!
With Love.
s
The Harness Monkey
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Falcons to face stiff tests following exams
bylomHIsek

sports editor

They have a week off for final
exams, but when Bowling Green's
basketball squad returns to the hardcourt it will have some difficult tests
in the form of the Ohio State Buckeyes
and the Lobo Classic.
Coming off a 91-90 come-from-behind victory over Akron Saturday
night, the Falcons have a busy schedule over Christmas break. BG faces
OSU next Tuesday in St John's
Arena, followed with a home contest
against Lake Superior on Dec. 22.
THE FALCONS will be featured
with New Mexico, California and

Idaho State on their trip to Albuquerque, N.M. on Dec. 29^T BG will then
open its Mid-American Conference
schedule at Toledo on Jan. 4, followed
by games with Northern Illinois, Kent
Stateand Ball State over break.
Final exams will hopefully bring
good tidings to the Falcons, while they
have beenlike coal in the stockings to
the Buckeyes.
OSU dropped a 64-53 decision to
Missouri on Sunday, and yesterday
Buckeye head coach Eldon Miller
learned that Joe Concbeck and Alan
Kortokrax are academically ineligible for the rest of the season.
Neither player played in the Missouri loss, but the 6-f oot-8 Concbeck, a

junior forward-center had been averaging 11.3 points per game this season. He started in OSU's first three
games. Kortokrax, a 6-10 sophomore
had started at either center or forward in the Bucks' first three victories.
ACCORDING TO Jim Jones, Ohio
State's associate athletic director,
said OSU's strict academic policies
were responsible for the eligibility
problems.
Jones said the Big Ten conference
requires a 1.85 grade point average
for freshman athletes. 1.85 for sophomores and 2.00 for juniors and seniors. At OSU, eligibility rules require
a 1.70 point average for freshmen and

2.00 for the remainder.
"Our institution always has believed in pushing hard in academics,"
Jones told the Associated Press. "Neither one of these kids probably would
be ineligible at another Big Ten
school."
Keith Wesson, a 6-9 sophomore who
faced an NCAA suspension at the
onset of the season for playing in an
unsanctioned summer league is expected to start at center against the
Falcons. Wesson played 21 minutes
against Missouri, scoring 10 points
and grabbing six rebounds.
THE LOBO CLASSIC will be a stiff
test for the Falcons. Albuquerque was
the host of the NCAA Championships

last year, and Lobo fans are known to
be an intimidating force.
New Mexico upset UCLA, 6540 but
Saturday night in the Bruins' own
Pauley PaviDion, raising its record to
4-2. Idaho State lost to New Hampshire, 69-58 last weekend.
The Falcons seemed to be clicking
again as a team Saturday night
against the Zips, making up for a
horrendous loss to Temple last week.
Five Falcons were in double figures,
with point guard Brian Miller enjoying his best outing as a Falcon.The 6-1
sophomore had a career-high 19
points and seven assists.
"It was a big win for us." BG head
coach John Weinert said. "I don't

remember the last time we scored six
points in the last 49 seconds of a game.
I think it's also important that we are
now 2-4 on the road. It took, a lot of
courage on the part of our kids to
win."
David Jenkins is leading the Falcons, averaging 17.8 ppg. Sill Faine,
Keith Taylor, Colin Irish and Miller
are all averaging more than 10 points
an outing. Fame and Irish are leading
the team in the rebounding department, pulling down an average or nine
boards per game.
With what Weinert calls his "toughest non-conference schedule while at
BG," the Falcons will literally be just
beginning their tests when finals end.

New line suits BG's York just fine
by Sieve Qulnn
sports reporter

What do you get when you put two
veterans and a rookie on the same
line? You get the most productive line
on Bowling Green's hockey team last
weekend against Western Michigan at
the Ice Arena.
The line of George Roll, Dan Kane,
(the veterans) and Iain Duncan (the
rookie) were responsible for six of the
nine Falcon goals against the Broncos, including the game-winner in
Friday's contest.
Before the weekend series, the
three linemates were teamed with
different skaters, but an injury to
Perry Braun forced BG bead coach
Jerry York to move Duncan from left
wins on the fourth line to right wing
on the second line.
BRAUN SUFFERED a separated
shoulder in the second game against
Ohio State, and did not dress for the
WMU series, but hopes to return to
the lineup for the upcoming tournament in Lake Placid, N.Y.
Braun was back on the ice yesterday, skating during an odd-even
scrimmage at the Ice Arena, but be
did not play, serving as an official in
the pick-up game.
while Braun is out of the lineup his
replacement, Duncan, filled in well by
tallying three goals and one assist,
and received praise from York. "He (Duncan) has been playing
real well for us all rear." York said.

"He has a bright future here. He is in both games - and with good reason.
His goals showed a great deal of
big, strong and real quick."
The six-foot, 188-pound forward be- individual effort, since scoring was
gan one of his best games this year not coming easy for the Falcons
when he put the Falcons on the board against a tough Bronco goaltender,
Friday with just 1:06 expired on the Glenn Healy.
In Friday's game, Roll's first goal
dock, bring the game at one. Later in
the first period, Duncan assisted Roll gave the Falcons a 3-2 lead when be
In scoring the goal that put the Fal- squeezed the puck past Healy who had
seemingly closed the gap in front of
cons on top for good.
Duncan went on to score another the net. Later in the third period he
goal, and earn the game's second star took a slap shot just inside the blue
Boner. He followed up his first game line to give the Falcons the game
performance by scoring the tying goal winner.
after receiving a centering pass from
ROLL SCORED his third goal in the
same fashion as the first by pushing
Kane who was in back of the net.
"We worked hard together" Dun- the puck past Healy. But RoU was
can said. "I enjoyed playing on that quick to credit his linemates for the
line. Danny Kane taught me a lot, but team's success and was not suprised
that tbey blended together so well.
I still want Perry Braun back."
"At this stage of our careers we
ON LEFT WING, Roll responded
with the line's other three goals and should be able to work with any guy
on
the team," RoU said. "We adjusted
added one assist to bis scoring total.
Because of the high number of penal- and made the best of what we had.
ties during the series, Roll probably Iain has got such a hard shot, it is no
saw more action than any of his wonder he scored. We could not have
done as weU without Kane and they
linemates.
The Falcons saw themselves in (WMU) always key on him"
Even though the Broncos did key on
short-handed situations nine times
during the series and Roll played in Kane, he came up with four assists
all of them, helping the Falcons hold and owns second place in team scorthe Broncos to just one power play ing with 26 points. Kane assisted Roll
and Duncan on two of their three
goal.
Consequently, Falcon opponents goals.
This line may not be together for
have a 19.4 percentage on power play
goals, but before the series it was at the remainder of the season, but if
they should, York can be pretty sure
Ltteouncan, RoU also received that RoU, Duncan, and Kane should
honors (first star on Friday and sec- be ready to contribute to the Falcons'
ond star on Saturday) for his fine play success in the future.

MAC roundball Players of Week named
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Tim Dillon of Northern Illinois and Latanga
Cox of Central Michigan have been
chosen as the Players of the Week in
Mid-American Conference basket-

ban.

LAYER CUT
•CUT
• CONOlTlON(«S
•SIOWDSY
•Don not include
lhampoo

Dillon, a 6-foot-8 senior from Franklin Grove, M., scored game-high totals of a points against Wisconsin, 25
against Farleigh Dickinson and 26
against CampbeU last week. He hit 36
of 57 floor shots.

Coupon Good
Dec. 7,8,0
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Looking forward to February!

•

With American flags draping the background. Sergei Gimaev. a defenseman on the Soviet Select hockey team gazes
into the crowd during an awards presentation following Team (ISA's 4-2 victory over the Soviets at the Richfield
Coliseum near Cleveland Monday night. A crowd of more than 16.000 fans came to see Team (JSA gain a 21-0 edge
over the Soviets in their six-game series.

Rldgway gets all-American honors
Falcon soccer standout NeU Ridgway earned yet another honor , being
named to the aU-American team earner this week. This concluded Ridgway's brillant career in which he
rewrote much of the Bowling Green
soccer record book. Eariier this year,
Ridgway was drafted by the Memphis
Americans of the Major Indoor Soccer League.

Gary Palmisano, Bowling Green's
soccer coach, has been named Mid-

East Region Coach of the Year by the

National Soccer Coaches Association
of America.
Palmisano has a career record of
62-32-8. He led the Falcons to a 16-3-1
record this season, best in BG history.
The Bowling Green Gymnastics
team wiU face the Mighigan State
Spartans Friday at North Eppler
Gym at 6 00p.m.

FAREWELL TO [MAIN ST
WEEKEND

KG.
$16
■LOIS

Cox, a 6-1 sophomore from Flint,
Mich., led Central Michigan's women
to three victories, scoring 21,14 and 13
points against Michigan. Cleveland
State and Purdue She had 25 rebounds in the three games.

1 '*

---I

WEDNESDAY - 8 p.m. 2 for 1
THURSDAY - 8-10 p.m. Plastic cup
Beer Special
FRIDAY - "IMPORT NIGHT"
SATURDAY 8-10 p.m. PLASTIC CUP BEER
SPECIAL-LAST ONE!
THANKS TO ALL MY CUSTOMERS AND
MANY FRIENDS I HAVE MET OVER THE
PAST 3 YEARS. IT'S BEEN GREATl
HAVE A SAFE A HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASONI

BOB BEERS
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Falcon women cagers to begin MAC play
byTadPonont*
sports reporte*
Green's women's basketKathy Bole has continually
' that the Falcons' nongames were to be used
only as a preparation for their upcoming Mid-American Conference schedule.
With one non-conference game left
and MAC play set to get under way on
Jan. 5 against Toledo, the Falcons will
be able to show everyone bow wellball

:

prepared they are
a thia season.
Last year, the Falcons finished fifth
in the MAC with a 1M record. Since
then, six players have graduated for
the Falcons, all of whom contributed
heavily to last season's success. It left
what appeared to be a major rebuilding Job for BG and Bole.
DESPITE THE FACT that BG's
returning letterwinners contributed
only 23 points per game for the Falcons last year, BG Is nearing the end
of its non-conference schedule with a
4-3 record. The slate includes a win

over Louisville and a close loss on the
road against Indiana. Both of those
teams particpated in the NCAA tournament last year.
The Falcons have been led
nior Cary McGehee. She has
averaging 15.1 points per game and
has garnered all-tournament honors
in both tournaments the Falcons have
•ed. McGehee along with seniors
Smithey-Rahe and captain
Sherry Eubanks have provided the
leadership for the young Falcons.

-Rahe has been averaging
seven points and six rebounds per
game, anchoring one of the post positions, while Eubanks has averaged
eight points and four rebounds per
contest.
Against Toledo, the Falcons will be
facing a Rocket team that finished
second In the MAC last year with a 135 record and returns seven lettermen.
Two seniors, Mitzi Hallinan and Linda
Janickt will be the backbone of a
Rocket team that is expected to be

among the MAC leaders again this
season.
After playing Toledo, BG will continue its MAC schedule against Northem Illinois, Kent State and Ball State,
all over the Christmas break.
But before the Falcons head into
MAC play they must play their final
tune-up against Eastern Kentucky.
EKU IS 4-3 on the year, including
wins over Duke and Wisconsin. BG
played the Colonels last year, falling
83-79 on Eastern's home court.
EKU is led by Tina Cottle (16.7 ppg,

CANCER

CAMPAIGNING TO GET THE
NATIONAL UNITY PARTY ON THE BALLOT

The Leading Cure for Smokers Cough

JOHN ANDERSON

attttttaaartttftaaaaaattttftrtaa,aa.aattaai
i
: FORMER INDEPENDENT PARTY PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE !
a
WED. DEC. 14
I

GAMMA PHI BETA

12:30 p.m.
MAIN AUDITORIUM
FREE!

CONGRATULATES
BRAD HENNINGER
1983 CRESCENT KING

ft

a

DO YOU WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
STUDENT COURT WILL BE MAKING
STAFF SELECTIONS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT
SERVICES AND ARE DUE BY DEC. 20!

a
a
a
*j
a
a

"ANHONOR WELL DESERVED"
attttattaaaaanttttttttttattttttaaatta
1

J

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME WHEN
YOU RETVRN YOUR APPLICATION. GOOD LUCK

•&! 3£ •*&. t® •*
PAGLIAI'S WOULD
LIKE TO WISH
EVERYONE A VERY
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
IT'S BUY BACK TIME!
WE PA Y CASH FOR
YOUR USED TEXTS!!
TOP PRICES!!
WHILE YOU'RE HERE SHOP
WE HAVE SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS,
JACKETS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND
A LARGE VARIETY OF CHRISTMAS CARDS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.

10.3 rpg) and Lisa Goodin, who is also
averaging 16.7 ppg.
Bole said the game will be similar
to last year's; a struggle to the finish.
"They wont be an easy team to
play, because, besides the fact they
played us tough last year, they are a
very good free throw shooting team
ana we will have to keep mem off the
line," Bole said.
"Also we are still testing people out
and it will produce Iinconsistencies like our snooting the other night
against Dayton," Bole said.

Stoudt to get nod
against Browns?
BEREA, Ohio (AP) Though veteran Pittsburgh
Steelers' quarterback
Terry Bradshaw probably
needs playing time, Cleveland Browns Coach Sam
Rutigliano expects to see
Cliff Stoudt calling the
Pittsburgh signals at the
start of Sunday's final regular-season National Football League game.
"The big $64 question is
Terry Bradshaw," Rutigliano said. "It's kind of
interesting in the sense of,
they're going to be in the
playoffs, and he needs to
play. If he doesn't play and
he needs rest, where is he
to be (at playoff
1
But I think right
now, I would project that
probably
Stoudt would probi
start."
Bradshaw, bothered all
season by arm trouble,
started for Pittsburgh last
Saturday against the New
York Jets and threw two
touchdown passes before
taking to the sidelines to
nurse his sore arm again.
Rutigliano watched
Bradshaw's performance
on television, but said be
was unable to truly evaluate the veteran's arm.
"I think he would have
played the entire game
against the Jets (if the arm
had not troubled him

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Moving off campus?
We have One and Two Bedroom
furnished and unfurnished Apts.

available January 1st.

from the
BG News staff

SELF
SERVICE
COPIES
NO MINIMUM

most Utilities paid
no heat bills
free Cable T.V.
we shovel the snow
For a good place to live stop
out today
1400 Napoleon Rd.
Evening by
5352-9135
Appointment

Eat, Drink,
and have
a Merry
Christmas

badly), even though it was
14-0, because he needed to
have a good game and he
needed to Aplay," Rutigliano said. I don't know
the extent of the injury.
"I thought the one pass
he threw well was the one
down the center to Bennie
Cunningham, which was a
big play. But the thing
you've got to judge the
quarterback on is, bow
well did he throw the 14-to
16-yard pass 90 degrees
outside, 90 degrees inside,
because that's where you
have to have something on
it. And I didn't see thai"
Stoudt had previously
been starting for the Steelers this year, and he finished up well Saturday,
leading them to 20 more
points in the 34-7 dismantling of the Jets. The victory improved Pittsburgh
to 10-5 and wound up
clinching the AFC Central
Division title for the Steelers.
Rutigliano's 8-7 Browns,
meanwhile, are in a dogfight for the final wild card
playoff berth in the AFC.
Cleveland must win and
Buffalo and Seattle must
lose this week if the
Browns are to have a realistic chance of making it
to postseason play.
The coach said he expects Pittsburgh to play
conservatively Sunday,
and to rely heavffy on me
defense that has brought
them many victories in
Bradshaw's absence this
year.

^/zC
kinkoi copies
325 b Wooster
(Across
from
Taco Bell) •
354-3977
Open 7 Days

HfllBSMWtes
at Mini Mall Beauty Salon
GET YOUR
HOLIDAY SEASON
PERMANENTS and
HAIR-CUTS

• PERMS ($20-50)
(Haircut and styling included)
• HAIRCUTS - $5.25
Mini Mall Beauty
352-7658'
190 S. Main St.

Steamboat
BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
1424 E. WOOSTER
353-2252

MEETING
TONIGHT

HOURS
MON-FRI 9-5:30
SAJ 9-5
,^>r>=t-$»v4»V^*-iPi 3»* frt-frvfri frvfo >» frvi

CAMPUS ROOM. 3rd II. UNION
7:30 p.m.
mau siaaaa at tar tie
trig mutt attaat
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Bruce to work his Bucks hard
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Ohio State Coach Earle
Bruce, taking a cue from
last year's success in the
Holiday Bowl, will conduct
nine heavy football practices before the Buckeyes
depart for their Fiesta
Bowl date with Pittsburgh.
"We're going to be very
intense. We're going to put
our pads on ana go because
when we get out there, it's
going to be a little different,' said Bruce before
staging the first of nine
workouts in Columbus
Monday.
He plans to conduct light
practices once the Buckeyes arrive at their
Scottsdale, Ariz., headquarters on Monday, Dec.
26.

noto/Phil Masturzo

Tight defense!

Team USA's Mark Kumpel (25) tries to get by an unidentified Soviet Select player during action from Team USA's 4-2
victory at the Richfield Coliseum Monday night. Team USA can clinch at least a tie in the six game series with a victory
tomorrow in Cincinnati.

#

North Carolina still 1 j
(AP) - No. 1 North Caro- Sunday night; No. 11
lina and No. 2 Kentucky Maryland, 78-67 over Dueach escaped the upset bug ?uesne, and No. 19 Purdue,
with impressive victories
06-50 over Tampa.
on the road. North CaroOn Sunday night, No. 16
lina routed host Syracuse St. John's downed U.S. In87-84 and Kentucky ternational 6946. North
trounced Kansas 72-50. Carolina, playing before
Other Top 20 winners were 32,235 fans at Syracuse's
No. 8 Houston, which beat Carrier Dome, routed the
St Mary's of Texas 71-55; Orangemen 87-64, the secNo. 8 North Carolina State, ond straight year the Tar
B-56 over Hofstra; No. 10 Heels have beaten SyraGeorgia, which won the cuse by that score.
Drake Classic by beating
The Tar Heels, 5-0, got 19
Northern Iowa 80-58 Satur- points from Michael Jorday night and Drake 93-59 dan and 16 apiece from

Sam Perkins and Matt Doherty.
Mel Turpin scored 25
points and Jim Master had
23 for Kentucky, 3-0, in its
big victory over Kansas.
"Considering the crowd
and the fact that we're a
long way from home, this
was a very impressive win
for us," said Kentucky
coach Joe B. Hall.
Mississippi State's Kevin
Hildreth sank two free
throws with 12 seconds left
to upset Memphis State, 41.

The Big Ten Conference
team, 8-3 overall, will
make its 12th consecutive
bowl appearance this year,
taking on Pittsburgh, 8-2-1,
in Sun Devil Stadium in
Tempe, Ariz., on Monday,
Jan. 2.
Bruce worked his squad
hard at home before de-

$5.00

Bruce said of Pittsburgh,
"The only game I've
watched is their Penn
State game (24-24 tie). Obviously, they're a good,
solid defensive team."
Meanwhile, Ohio State
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ranked third nationally in
scoring, posting a 34.7point average per game.
The Buckeyes were No. 12
in the nation in total offense with 422.1 yards per
contest.
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Educational Center

FOR LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA

i

parting for San Diego last
December and then lightened their workouts on the
West Coast. The Buckeyes
responded with a 47-17
thrashing of Brigham
Young in the Holiday Bowl.
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Caller claims responsibility for bombing
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
- The bombing of the VS.
Embassy In Kuwait is the
fifth suicide attack this
year claimed by a shadowy
group with ties to Ay a tolUh RuhoUah Khomeini's
regime in Iran. The at: tacks have taken over 400
lives.

An anonymous caller
claimins to represent "Islamic Jihad" - Islamic
Holy War - told a foreign
news agency in Beirut that
the group was responsible
for the six bomb "p*"**""!!
in the tiny, Persian Gulf
state that killed seven people, including one of the
bombers, on Monday.

The attack on the U.S.
Embassy was carried out
by two men in a truck. One
of the men died in the
blast, and the other was
blown out of the truck and
reported hospitalized in serious condition. The five
other bombs were placed
in cars and detonated by
remote control.

The group earlier
claimed responsibility for
the April IS bombing of the
American Embassy in Beirut that left 63 dead and the
Oct. 33 bombings of the
U.S. and French contingents of the peacekeeping
force that left 240TCZ
servicemen and S6 Frenchmen dead.

THE GROUP also
claimed responsibility for
a Nov. 4 attack on an Israeli command post in
Tyre, Lebanon, that killed
61 people.
In each of the attacks,
the pattern was the same:
A vehicle loaded with explosives crashed into the

target and blew up, killing
the driver along with his
victims.
After the April embassy
bombing, a caller told an
Arabic language newspaper that the attack, ''Is
part of the Iranian revolution's campaign against
Imperialist targets

Short circuit exposes workers to uranium gas
PKETON,Ohlo(AP)-A
short circuit in a ventilation system caused seven
workers at the Goodyear
Atomic Corp. gaseous diffusion plant to be exposed
to hydrogen fluoride and
uranium gas, but in
amounts too small to be
dangerous, plant manager

Vince DeVito said yesterR was the second report
in recent weeks of a uranium gas leak.
Goodyerx runs the plant
under contract with the
Department of Energy.
The plant enriches ura-

nium for fuel in nuclear
power plants and nuclear
powered submarines.
DeVito said that the latest incident happened on
Monday, when workers in
one part of the decontamination building were taking apart a piece of

equipment. Those workers "insubstantial."
were dressed in protective
clothing, he said.
EACH WORKER was
given a urinalysis, DeVito
Because of the malfunc- said, and the initial results
tion, however, unprotected showed "normal fluoride
workers in another room of and no uranium." Urathe building were exposed, nium is radioactive, and
DeVito said. He said the hydrogen fluoride is a poiamount of uranium was son.

On Dec. 4, about 60
pounds of uranium were
accidentally released
through a smokestack at
the plant. An Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency official criticlred
the plant for a day's delay
in reporting the incident to

f The Gavel

There Is A Way To Pay For College
But
To Get Financial Aid,
You Must Apply For It!

is accepting applications for:

Staff Editors, Writers
& Salespeople
beginning Spring Semester.
Applications available at:
106 University Hall
For more information

Call 372-5394

throughout the world."
SINCE ISLAMIC Jihad
identifies itself with the
Iranian regime, it is widely
assumed that its members
are fanatical Lebanese
Suite Moslems willing to
die as "martyrs" to the
"antiimperialist struggle."

Poll says Mondale
ahead of Glenn
BOSTON (AP) - A Boston Globe poll says former
Vice President Walter
Mondale leads Sen. John
Glenn by nearly a 3-1 margin in New Hampshire,
where the nation's first
Democratic presidential
primary will be held In two
months.
Mondale showed great
strength among older voters, the newspaper reported yesterday.
It said 46 percent of New
Hampshire residents who
said they were likely to
vote favored Mondale.
Glenn, of Ohio, trailed far
behind with 16 percent.
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado had 8 percent: the
Rev. Jesse Jackson, 6 percent; former Sen. George
McGovern of South Dakota, 5 percent; Sen. Alan
Cranston of California. 4
percent; former Florida

gmsmtmmmmis®m
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Gov. Reuben Askew, 2 percent; and South Carolina
Sen. Ernest {fallings, 1 percent.
Twelve percent were undecided.
Sixty-three percent of
the likely voters over i
60 favored Mondale
only 9 percent of the same
group favored Glenn, the
newspaper said.
Fifty-seven percent of
the likely voters said Mondale was more likely than
Glenn to defeat President
Reagan.
AMONG the lowerranked candidates, Hart
was regarded "very
highly" by 15 percent, tied
with McGovern and second
only to Mondale's 27 percent
the Globe said Research
Analysis Corp. of Boston
surveyed 470 registered
voters by telephone between the evening of Dec. I
and the morning of Dec. 10.
About 79 percent of those
surveyed identified themselves as registered Democrats, and 21 percent as
independents.
Of the 470 voters questioned, 402 were Judged
likely to vote.
Independents in New
Hampshire may vote in the
Democratic or Republican

'ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
all utilities included «gas heat • laundry
facilities "drapes 'carpet • party & game
room • swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished $250-unfurnished

The Globe said Irwin
Harrison, president of the
survey firm, said the poll
reflected name recognition
more than any other single
factor, and those surveyed
snowed little enthusiasm
for either frontrunner.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
He said 19 percent of
$280-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric
Mondale's supporters and
16 percent of Glenn's supLandlord pays water & sewage
porters declared there was
almost no chance they
would change their prefer$225-furnished $200-unfumished
ence.
He said 55 percent of
all utilites included separate bedroom
Glenn's supporters and 45
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.
percent of Mondale's said
they might switch to anApartments Available for Spring Semester
favorite.
mm
.^MMMMMMtMiiMiMtMaiiaMiiial other
The Globe did not report
a margin of error for the
IWaWPBHWBWHaWPWWWMPHBPWaWWBi
.*»K»*U4«
poll.
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And retire not
only with a gold

I.D.'s Are A Must CD
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Hussein Musawi. a 44year-old teacher who
heads the Amal Islamic
movement, has denied he
had anything to do with the
truck bombings. Leaders
of the other radical group,
the Hezbollah, or Party of
God, also have denied any
role in the blasts.
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You work hard an
your life and what
do you gel?
Well, depending
on where you work,
you could get cancer.
Over the next
several yean the
American Cancer
Society will be conducting more research
into certain lifestyles
and exposures which
could increase cancer
mortality.
So know the
risks.
Don't smoke. .
Look for the
warning signs of
cancer.

ticker
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HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

!«

But a healthy i
one, also.
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I No charges in Greyhound worker's death
ZANESVILLE Ohio (AP) - A Muskingum County Grand jury ended its
session yesterday without returning
criminal charges in the death Dec. S
of a striking Greyhound Bus Lines
worker during a company training
session for replacement drivers.
"After considering all the evidence
and all possible violations of the law,
the grand Jury has deckled not to
return an indictment," County Prosecutor Allen Wolfe said. The grand
jury began hearing evidence onMonday.

About 30 witnesses were called for
the grand Jury's investigation into the
death of Raymond Phillips, 42, of
Willoughby. Phillips, a Greyhound
driver for 13 years, was run over by a
bus being used to train replacements.
Some witnesses said the bus, which
police said was driven by trainee
Lewis Harris, 28, of Cleveland, deliberately ran over Phillips. Other witnesses said Phillips fell under the
wheels of the bus after trying to tear
off a rear-view mirror. No charges
were filed.

Wolfe said evidence presented to
the grand Jury included company
videotapes made inside the bus and
seized immediately by the highway
patrol the day of the accident Wolfe
also mentioned the autopsy report by
Coroner E.J. Booth, who said last
week that the death was accidental.
GREYHOUND SPOKESWOMAN
Leslie White said from company
headquarters in Phoenix, Ariz., that
"the facts speak for themselves." She
said company officials had no fur-

ther comment
Officials at Local 1043 of the Amalgamated Transit Union in Cleveland
could not be reached yesterday for
reaction.
Last week. Local 1043 President
James Ondreicak said, "We want
justice done. Right now no one has
been arrested. If there is no indictment, we will not stop there. We will
do everything necessary to see that
justice is done."
After the accident, Michael Siano,

an ATU international vice president,
said Phillips' death threatened the
agreement reached between the company and the union.
On Monday, Ondreicak told Cleveland radio station WWWE he thought
members would approve the new
three-year contract, which has a 7.8
percent wage cut but restricts hiring
by the company of part-time help.
Ondrejcak said he outlined the
package to members without recommending approval or rejection. He did
say, however, that Greyhound offi-

cials underestimated union solidarity
and determination
"I think Mr. Teets, who la Mr.
Greyhound at the time, did get the
shock of his life." Ondreicak said,
referring to chairman John Teets.
Gary Russell, vice president of ATU
Local 1042 in Columbus, said he too
thinks workers will approve the
agreement. "I think they will accent
it because of today's economy," he
said after a meeting Monday in which
be outlined the proposal, which will be
voted on Dec. 19.

Radar detection business originated from speeding ticket
by The Associated Press
A speeding ticket on an Illinois
highway two decades ago led to today's multimillion-dollar radar detection business in Ohio.
Dale Smith, who owns Electrolert
Inc. of Tipp City, has sold more than 2
million of his "Fuxzbuster" radar
detectors since getting that ticket.
Smith, an electrical engineer who
was graduated from Harvard, worked
on radar defense systems while in the
Air Force. After he was ticketed for
speeding by an Illinois policeman, be
put together a gadget that detected

radar beams before they were strong
enough to record the speed of a car.
He built a few for his friends before
deciding in the early 1970s to create a
business with the units.
Today, Ohio has three of the nation's biggest and best-known radar
detector arms, including Electrolert,
Cincinnati Microwave and Fox Marketing Inc. of Dayton, Smith said.
THE THREE companies have sales
estimated at more than 1100 million a
year as they help people get around
speeding laws. Radar detector sup-

Painter designs
religious works
CLEVELAND (AP) - Dlie Hasigan favors oils and
gold leaf as be works to
restore and create mosaics, murals, stained
glass designs and icons.
Hasigan, one of only
about 10 Byzantine Orthodox iconographers in the
United States, said be always concentrates on symbols in his work.
Icons, which are religious paintings, have formal standards.
"Every composition has
logical rules. Otherwise,
the work becomes secular," Hasigan said.
"In Orthodox churches,
Christ must always be on
the priest's left, the Virgin
Mary on the right and the
Last Supper above and behind him," he said. "In the
Roman Catholic Church,
St. Peter leads and then St.
Paul and the other
Apostles always follow."
Hasigan, 60, who left Romania in 1969, gained restoration experience in

small village churches in
his native country. Also, he
studied graphic arts at the
University of Bucharest.
In Romania, Communist
leaders banned the Orthodox religion, so village parisrhoners hired artists to
restore fading murals or
damaged church domes.
IN THE lists, Hasigan
said be received pigs or
potatoes for such work.
'"There was no money."
He had tried for years to
get a passport and finally
won permission to visit
Italy in 1969. He never returned home.
Today, his icon paintings
t hang in homes and
churches in Florida, New
Jersey, Michigan, California and in Canada. Hasigan also has worked on
nearly a dozen churches in
the Cleveland area.
He keeps thousands of
small bits of color stone
imported from Venice in
old cigar boxes for his mosaics, while framed madonnas hang on the walls.

porters argue they are only resisting
what the/ perceive as oppression by
state and federal governments.
Currently, only Virginia, Connecticut and the District of Columbia have
laws against radar detectors.
In the early 1970s, police began
increasing their use of radar. In 1973,
President Nixon ordered the 55 mph
speed limit, which was a boost for the
radar detector business.
In 1975, Smith had Electrolert incorporated and its gross billings for the
first year totaled $2 million. In 1978,
gross billing was $40 million.

Good Values Every
Day for Family,
Home, Auto & Farm

In late 1975, Michael Valentine, one
of Electrolert's suppliers, suggested
to Smith that he buy a different, more
expensive kind of component to make
a more sensitive radar detector.
Smith told Valentine it would be too
expensive and no one would buy it
valentine, who was graduated in
1973 from the University of Cincinnati
with a degree in electrical engineering, decided to try to build one.
IN OCTOBER 1*71, Valentine, his
friend, James Jaeger, and Valentine's father, James Valentine, cre-

ated Cincinnati Microwave. In June
1978, their first "Escort" detector unit
came off the assembly line, and the
firm began turning out about 250 units
a month.
Escort was more expensive than
other units, but in February 1979, a
national magazine compared radar
units and said the Escort was "the
next best thing to buying a judge."
On the first Monday after the article
appeared, Cincinnati Microwave had
300 orders. Last May, following another national article, sales hit 6,500
units a week.

Jaeger bought out the Valentines
last spring. The company recently
went public.
The detectors are not always a
guarantee against arrest because
some officers use radar that instantly
takes a speed reading.
Michael Valentine, who was traveling north to Cleveland on Interstate 71
recently in a high-powered car,
missed spotting an oncoming state
trooper.
"I got bagged by instant-on radar... and I paid a lot of money for it
too," Valentine said.

Andersons General Store

518 Illinois Ave . Maumee • Mon.-Sat 8-9 • Sun 10-5

Pont Miss This Vest Value!
Special Buy!
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Firestone Co. expands
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - While its
competitors diversify, the Firestone
Tire 4 Rubber Co. is simply expanding retail operations as it continues to
surge back from a near financial
disaster five years ago.

said.
Some other tire firms have turned
to natural gas, rockets and polyvinyl
chloride production for diversification in the wake of depressed rubber
markets, but Firestone turned to a
business directly related to its existing operations.

The nation's second-largest tire
company behind Goodyear seemed
ready to fall in 1978 because of a
major tire recall. But now, Firestone
is focusing on the lucrative auto service industry.
As the auto centers return profits,
company officials say Firestone may
come close to marking one of its best
years ever in fiscal 1964.
Also, through aggressive pricing.
Firestone has gained a larger share of
the tire market in the past year, both
in the replacement and original equipment businesses, company officials

FIRESTONE'S EXPANSION has
centered on car care, now called
MasterCare. The company is spending about $100 million both in 1983 and
1964 to improve retail stores, upgrade
plants and increase production capacFirestone is expecting its greatest
growth from the purchase early this
year of the 300 J.C. Penney auto
service centers. The Penney stores,
with an average of 12 car stalls in
each auto center, are twice as big as
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51 Piece ol candy
1 Last word
52 Color: Abbr.
5 Supplement to a 53 Composer Key
book: Abbr
55 Kind of cure or
8 Uncertainties
cycle
14 Retinished
56 LaSalle or DeSoto
16 German vowal
58 Assume control
marking
60
Nevada
17 Exaggerated
61 Catch up wlttt
18 Hackney
82 TV offering
19 Celtic Neptune
63 Draft or grant
20 Edith, to Archie
endings
22 Chess piece:
64 Fuegian Indians
Abbr
23 Sled of a kind
25 Pepys'a product
DOWN
28 Theology deg
1 "
House":
27 Heidi's creator
Ibsen
29 Bad
, German 2 Advance
spa
3 Important Issue
30 Tepee
4 Saul's
homemaker
grandfather
32 Obliterate
5 Eschew
34 Part of the
6 "
From
city scene
Heaven"
35 Name lor sweet
7 Kind of sports
girl?
interview
38 Eccentric
8 15th cen Low
39 Immortal Colt
Countries
40 Befall
composer
42 "
a Grecian
9 Leave undone
Urn": Keats
10 Diminutive suffix
43 Gl address
11 Inverted musical
44 Harvard
ornament
48 Gazetteer abbr
12 Check or reverse
49 Correct
13 Galley direction

15 Bizarre
21 Parts of cities:
Abbr
24 Structural
workman
26 Fit (with "with")
28 Western part of
New Guinea
30 Garden feature
31 Exclamation of
surprise
33 DDE's opponent,
1952
34 FDR protect
35 Pair
36 Support
37 Remain subject
40 Feature of a
sandal
41 Rounded and
holiow
43 Early chalice
45 Capital of
Armenia:
V«r.
46 Midwestern
capital
47 Church features
49 French tapestry
center
50 Embankments
52 Tweed, for one
53 Cabbie's concern
54 Indian weight
57 Le dernier
59 Native American

existing Firestone stores and are in
prime locations at major shopping
malls.
THE PENNEY outlets make up 20
percent of the total Firestone-owned
network.
The transaction is costing $40 million to $50 million over two years and
should be completed by the end of
1985, said Robert Bowen, president of
Firestone's sales and marketing
group in Brook Park.
While Firestone converts the Penney stores, it also has been changing
its existing tire centers to MasterCare
centers.
"At the end of the fiscal year (Oct.
31), we had about 800 MasterCare
stores - a bit better than half," Bowen
said. "We hope to have the rest by the
end of this fiscal year."

ATTETVON
SALES ClUt MEMMRS
Wed. DOC 14(7-9|Towr>BBooi>VUraon The Vice President Econonvel
arm Dana Corp. Mr Prove, w*
daecuee the effects the economy hee
on vaaloua rrsarkata

CongraMabons Joartle Beahore on
your peertmg lo Chris MlectUer We
hope the rest of your pledge ctaes wM
lolow your wonderful example'
AX love, Your slats
Congratulations Donna Twsls and
Carolyn Ferrton on your rjraduation'
May al of your dreams coma true
Wei miss you! AX love. Your Sailers
PS Who would have thought thai
Brooke. Karen, and Metafile's law,
finely chosen words could turn two
ramies faces such a neat shade of
fueoaf>7?

AN*. Dirts el MAC N. let Merry
CHslaeman sad Happy New Year to
A . M t N , K 1 T.. P. W..L A C..
W.H.. 8. I J.. S. 8 D.. 8.1 N.. T. 1 A..
T. 8.L.. V.I D , and to all the rent
aad thoee sake are leaving. Good
kadi wrttnalel Arrne 8.
Babe. Berga. Baas. 01. and J
Just wanted to wish you guys a Merry
Ct»TstmasivvJgccdlor*c«iiTnaesllot
whom ffes appaaat)
Love ya.
Weedetle
PS We Nasty make I in trie personafel

Crreg. Thanks lor the great lima at the
data party' I lord you I could party, but
Trans Ctae ere skigrrt' Tammy
OeveO-K..
Thanks for such a fun evening, I reefy
had a greet lane Lets gat together
again, soon1 Have a vary Marry
Chnstmaa and a fun time In Dayton.
Good luck on finale1
Low, Paras

SerbCoeen.
I hope your semeeter was a good
one I r-eraTy massed you elot Have e
wonderful Chnatmas and take care
over break Good luck on finals kiddo
and keep your lingers crossed lor the
future I truly hope everytrang works
out
Lots of Low,
Dane

Debby. Tracy. Linda, and al the Alpha
Chra.
Hope you guys have a great holiday
season and get psyched for good
times when we get back'
Lova. Linda R
DEPRESSED?
Cal Krrabn and Peggy to play euchre'
Youl be a sure winner'

R's bean a greet semester and I'm
reefy going to trass you next semester, but II be up 10 vent a lot
Love You Always. Boo Boo
Beef of kick in Israel. Laura Silver
stein Hope you arrtoy the U. of War
Zone i Wei trass you UL, Your
ADPuraters

DewichrOusGraduation is almost near, be prepared to dnnk some beer You should
rake si some extra loot. I know you're
planning to 'oot loot-foot As soon aa
your parents have firaafy gone, we're
going to party on 111 dawn So gat
exerted ooh dowi Maybe II atop
leasing you about your aow! Couch
Fever-Catch It'
Love. SPO

BETSY, SHARON, SUE
The surprise was great, you guys
ara the best1 I just hem e few
question s-I'm aura BETS, who
•tare those guys? I'M give you a
quarter If you tall ma. SHARON,
why did they really want to lake you
down the R.R trade? SUE. Beware,
next year I'll make you drink so you
can encounter the sink I Love.
SHERRY
P.S.JM, I'll send the carpet deener
over today!

Don't gel caught ai Ola leasing rush
Stop al 328 S. Main and gal your
1884 brochure lor esttnge of apts .
houses 8 duplexes
NsMrtove Mtarragrtmerit, 352-5620
DB Happy Brrthday'
Wiah we could be logelher
We'l cerebrate el X-Maa
Love Forever. D.E.'
lOGP'l
STUDY HARD, GOOD LUCK ON
FINALS! HAVE A SUPER BREAK,
AND REMEMBER WE LOVE YOU
ALLI
THE OAjeMA PHI'S

BIG MICHELLE.
Good luck on your finale Have a
great X-Maa break
Lova. utao Beth
Brothers of Kappa Sigma and Active
Starduaters. Good kick on finals and
have a greet Chnstmaa Love the
Statdusler Pledge Cues

RET INVOLVED'
JOIN STUDENT COURT
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BV
DEC. 20 SKIN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW TIME THENI
GOOD LUCK

Charta Frank Thanks lor si your help
In French thra semester it's apprecrated more than you know Also.
thanks tor al the fun limes11 hope that
Gamma Phi has become an Important
part of your Me' 11 mfaa you. but 1*1 be
up to vasal Love ya. Jenny.

Good luck on finale to al my friends
on 3rd Highs Have a fun and exerting
X-MAS Break Love, Malta

Crate,
The party was s gas
The TKE'a do it wan casts
I love the way you dance
Pat ass come get your pants
Lova. Your data.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NUNZK}
HERES TO HOPING YOU FINALLY
OET IT
YOUR FAVORITE GDI's
Heavy Metal Hotly. Thanks tor being
the best Mend I could aval a at lor
Hope you have a terrific 21 at oarthday. Love. Stave.

Coeege station Regulars. Becky and
Sara: THe money was great, but the
hseskt was ksst too much, so I finally
gul Thanks lor si the drmks and the
compBrretnts. I couktn I have made it
without yal Your 'Borneo'. Thorn

U.S. embassies lack protection,
retired American diplomat says
CINCINNATI (AP) - Little can be
done to protect U.S. embassies from
terrorist attacks such as this week's
suicide bombing of the embassy in
Kuwait, a retired American diplomat
said yesterday.
"What we have to do, unfortunately, is turn the embassy into a
fortress," said Richard Davies, a
State Department diplomat for 33
years before retiring in 1980.
Davies said some U.S. embassies
are already heavily fortified, including outposts in Central and South
America. There, embassies are protected by high walls and barbed wire.
Diplomats who leave the compounds
Jenny Peterson.
No chaz. no be*, no start No prince.
no Duran-Duren. and no 8*V kfol
(who's he?] What a mght n waallllli
From Pink Elephant to '1 Have
Never." And slot of boozaV and dancing In between Formal waa greet and
I'm gaW you stand » with me Spadel thanks to Sue and Chrta for
forgiving the Corpajs mteruptue and
tor astenmg to the Lone Babhkw
Qonna rraaa you mlddshd Ha-Ha-Ha,
ASan
Jenny Peterson-To the pooka at big In
the worfdl I'm going to rraaa you so
much next semeeter. but I hope the!
you find whet you're looking tor-end
than coma back' Have e greet break.
cratch some rays for me, and your ■
loves you' Sue
Joe.TlsarWslaxl^dasrraraihehrr.
Urali Uiet wonted you to know
whet a greet friend you've been lo
me. Hope you have a Merry X-maa 8
Happy New Year. Una, ttk en
Joe. Therrka lor the dinner and Has
lun Iknea Jurat wanlad you to know
what a great friend you've bean to
me. Hope you have a Harry X-Maa
and Happy New Year. Good luck on
si
Love. aabMI
JUUECOSTANZO
Good luck m Cataomla. we'l at traaa
you vary much Just rernartiber wal
be treraung of you 80 keep si touch'
Our thoughts and prayers wi be wrth
you Love. The Golden Hearts
JSe. Lisa, aicnala:
Irs reefy been a great semeeter You
guys are the best roommates I could
ever ask for II be up to vtevl a lot ne«t
semester
Love ye. Mindy

UMe Sue Abbott
Thanks tor rrverylfsrrgl Your the beet
kttJe anyone could ever wiah to have'
Thenks lor al the greet memories' I'm
going to rrese you MrOOAHO BUI II
be back' Love ye1 Your big, Jenny.
LOW THOMAS
VrtDOtaQ BELLS? CONGHATULA
TrONS AND GOOD LUCKI WERE
ALL GOING TO MISS YOU! LOVE
DONNA LYNNE. SUSAN. CtsOY,
TBAC, ANO BETSY.
Lort
Where can I start Thla umialu has
been 'Fun Fun Fun' I'm so glad we
ware roommates and I'm reeky going
to miss you next ssmsslet Congralu
aattone on your engorgement- 1 can't
wait to see the ring Goodluck and
Best wishes Always' Love Donne
Luschana. You be hav'n a fine raws In
sunny Bodal I be tfank'n of ya whea I
be In Freez'n Cleveland' Lova, KJsy
Mark,
I'm ' reaay' gaM I got to meet youftoo
bad It waa a few weeks before I have
to reeve). Hops we can keep in touch
Lova, JareaiLERs roommale)

Hay KMI tteapy Birthday 11
Get Reedy to Live H Up The Sky's
the Umltl Can't Wall. CLH

Congrats Mies McCautey on making rt
thru Href grade, now on to graduation!
Thanks so much for everythrng thai
semester and ptseoe don't ever forget tie whipped cream. Zetg. Thoee
damn ctsmoe. tooth brush sharing
(Yacchl) Chempagns 8 bubbles. 'Yea
Mam ok. ware dating' and al the
real! Good luck in the resl work).
Love. Thorn

HOUOAY INN"-MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME'

Many ChrlsBnas Scuml K'a been
eraai iMs aam. and wW be even
better 2nd aam You're a greet
frlendl Love, Aunt Anna Stud Scum

Jey. CongraliJatlorrs on being kitchen
manager, again Have a nice X-Maa 8
New Year Wal go out early next
semester, when it'a less busy' Lova.
Mtchase

MERRY X1IAS JANrCE, ALISON.
ANO PATTY Good ax* on aTralal
Love your roorree. MELISSA

CortgresiaeJtons Ket* Simon on your
■iiajaraiu to Dal Hanaa! We know ha
could not have made a better choree'
Love, Your AX laiets

Kastseen P Ford - Here's the personal I prorraead you and don't worry,
I wont say anything about the Memo:
man «i your CS class' Love. Carol

COBeMONS'84
KICK OFF THE NEW YEAR!
Watch the SUPERBOWL
Grant screen In HE Commons Your
tsrvorae stadium rnunchras avaaabas.
January 22. Gametrme

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
1

• Bjgi

JEAN.Have a great Chnstmaa! Take
care o( youraal! | hope everything
works out! Love. Mary Law

USWH TO MfvlOUS PUULE
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MICHELLE.
MICROWAVE POPCOHN, EXERCISE WEDGIES. WEE-WEE. FREEDOM. ANO SLUGGERS. "NEVER,
NEVER ". JULIE McCRUISE ANO
rSSAC, "HERE KITTY, KnTY",
WANNA BOOGIE?. MADAM CHUCK.
A TRAIL OF SIGNS. RETARD
STICKS. ACORNS. UNDER YOUR
PrLLOW. GTOUNO IvIOONEY. LOVE
BOAT, "I KNOW ABOUT CARS",
KUNGONS. POLKAS, WET WIUJES.
DENTS M MY CAMARO. PtSANEL
LOS PIZZA. R202 SNAKE DANCE.
GUMMY BEANS. COCKER SPANELS WHAT MORE CAN I SAY? I
LOVE YOU ANO I'LLMtSS YOU JSV.
BOB
aaDOAHO Lynn Tanner Thanks for
being such s greet Mend1 You meen s
kit to me! Thank* lor aa Via great
smeet I'm goaig to irasa you dancing
buddyl Love yal Jarmy.
Mate. Good kick on your finals' I cant
wsst to apand our 4th CMstmaa
together Massing you In BO Lova.
Msry_
Maidy. We're reaay going to mass
you. We've had aome wfd tarraa
from Sam B's » fssrass, Stay wad!
Ara you aura you can't Buck any
tning? Love, Jut. Use. and asUiaaa
MOLLY SaNGLETON. I LOVE HAVMQ YOU FOR MY 883. OOOOLUCK ON FINALS,
MERRY
CHRtSTMAS ANO OET READY FOR
A OREAT SECOND SEMESTER
LOVE. JUDY.

Hi"

Thereat for the OREAT lame si the
New Veer's Eva Party Ml weekend
So tea us. whet tme fed you get
IMsayT Love, Crete

a

IP

ma

■1"u

P

Uu

Naat-To-New Shop
Ctotwyj 8 Houeowsreo priced lour
Open Tues 10-4 8 Frt 1-7
31 AloyoMo School. 2nd loor
NICHOLAS
HAPPY 23RO BiTTHOAY
I am so happy that we ara together
and that w* wi be sharing your
birthday together' Over break, we'l
reeey be able to celebrate"
I LOVE YOU—FOREVER and AL
WAYS! DAWN
Peggy Vadda and Tom Zupon:
CongrstuasOona on your AJphe »
Daaa ' Theta Chi levsaerlng' we're
very happy for both of you!! Love,
The Sisters ol AJphe yj Data
PM C
n aad Erie etede
are treat al Euchre.
Potato and Krlsun
8 • totaty demeenmg to their charec
tor Best the guys m the above personal need their rtafnee in the BG
News for en ego booster Please cal
PM CaBaean (372-4838) 8 Eric
kads (382-3638). We are sura they
would appreciate another pat on the
back.
PM ahiPN'a,
The Senior Party wee Sensational!!
You reaiy atada ua faal Special
Thee* you very much - You're one
heck sf a PHI daaa and we love
yOra_
teee. The Sensors
PI Kapps snd Kapp Siga.
We had a larrKIc Urne al our lee You
guys reeky know how to end the year
right.
The Slaters of Phi Mu
nssidsnta of 4th Lowe Dumber Lola
ol luck on rmaas Hope al of you have
a super Chnatmas break! Uaa

J H -You Catioac gats atari much
too atte Congrats on your daacivaBon -An Actva Uernber

MEGAN McCLEERY
HAPPY 21 IWTHOAY GET PSYCHED FOR DEC. 20TH LOVE YA
LOTS ROCME LETS OET WHO
ANO TRASHED MO. YOU SARCASTIC CRAB WHO SWlUS AJVOUNO
SORRY SO SLOPPY YOUR ROOM€. JENNIFER CAROL JtSA

HEY-ABCTKS ZONE(rranus one),
YOU FFOGaD VVOMEN YOU' MERRY
CHRISTMAS, LOVE D B

travel with heavy security, he said.
"That's kind of daunting. The average citizen doesn't want to come in
and chat," he said.
Asked whether such extensive security measures hamper diplomats' efforts to maintain contact with the host
country's residents, Davies replied,
"It doesn't prevent you, but it hampers you."
The driver of an explosives-laden
truck and at least five other people,
none of them Americans, were killed
Monday'when terrorists crashed the
truck through the main gate of the
U.S. embassy in Kuwait and detonated the explosives.

NEW JsTWBJIY LAURA OeSJYT ALTllOUOat IT raMHT HAVE 8»
HAW) TO KE8» A SUtaatalSC. HOW
COULD AISTONE MkM T»« STARS
M Y0OS1 EYESI COIasJaUTUAnoaej ON YOUR ttAtasll PW—PI
KAIf LAVAuHBBNL IN WSaM
YOU BOTH THE VSRV ICCT. LOVE.
YOUR QAIaatA *»■ llaaU

SBX BUY BACK HAS STARTED
REVISED HOURS FOR
FWALSWEEK
SUNDAY "12/18 18PM
1271»-12/21 B-7PM

The staters of Alpha Da8a PI congrat
ureas fhetr graduekng sallsrs Sandy
Saaa I Jamie Smith: Wal rraaa you
bosh
To Al the Rude Doge of Rodger s 2nd
East Kennel up and aH pretty cause
tewst wi be ovar aoon. Good tuokl
Them tor being great friends Love
ye! Amos
PS To Hal hewers ol the rammunrly
room, gat paychad for our X—MAS
party whenever« Ml?'
^_
To Dave and Mtxa In 221
May your x-trees be feed with raughter
and fun. May your grades be al
changed to A'a In Via rrral by cuts
sree elves w«h cuts little leas. May
you arweys we* safely through doors
and brick wal, and always steep
soundry in ahowara and stats and I
you and nvachlel (aomettang I tsar)
May you charm your way out of it

Davies now serves as president of a
private research group, the Research
Center on Religious and Human
Rights in Closed Societies.
Davies said economic pressure is
the United States' only effective
weapon, short of war, in prompting
communist countries to ease religious
oppression or human-rights violations.
.
He said the Reagan administration
pressured the Soviet Union to permit
the emigration of 31 oppressed Soviet
Pentecostalists this past summer by
holding out the promise of concluding
a five-year agreement to sell American grain to the Soviets.

STEPH 8 DINAH.
Sorry you couldn't make It. It was slot
of fun. Trsara O.K. |uet make sura we
get together aoon attar break Have a
wonderful fane over the hoadeys and
good tuck on ttraall.
Huge t Kisses.
Boo Boo Chip
ATTENTION FOREIGN STUDENTS
IteasMaVallon Problems or Visa?
Moon H. Yee - Attorney al Lear
Toledo, Ohio call 1-242-4288
For en rsppolntment

WANTED
FUN FEMALE ROOtBMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE TWO BI3»USL APT. FOR
saVfBNG SEN. BIO FURN APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS OWN BEDrtOOM!352-5eSt
Needed anyone to sublease apartment 10 minutes from campus, one
bedroom unlumlahed WIHIng to
part with some furniture. 448 8.
Enlerprlae Apt F. Home enyllme
rjttar six. Ask lor kevln. No phone.
Apt le share Spring Sam.
Your halt 128.00 tnonth/A« law. pd.
Cai Doug S84-11S8
RMTE FOR SPR SEM N LINTV
VILLAGE APTS RENT ONLY, S47S
for entire semester. Aval immedi
ease/ 384-2161.
F l«4MT APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. $113 INCLUDES HEAT, A
CONO.. CABLE TV CAN RENT
tatMOLY 354-1630
Mala rrrerrare needed lor beautiful. 1
bedroom apt Pay only electric 352
9186
2 FEMALE ROOMATES NEED TO
SUBLET 2 BEDROOM APT IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE - ALL UTHITES
PAJD EXCEPT ELEC B= IVTER
ESTEO. CALL SUSAN OR LORI AT

352-6671
DESPERATE, WE NEED TWO
ROOMMATES IMMEDIATELY
CHEAP RENT. FUN PaOCMMA
TE8 CALL SOON-LORI 362-6671
Ferrte wanted to share 2 bdrm fum
apt. wlnon-rarnkg male $126 aids
al. newer bkjg. cloae to campus
352-8848
M. imte needed ctoaa to campus
$BO/mo hat of tal months rent
free!' 352 8331
F. roommate 8100 mo. No utlWIes,
owe room. Kattry M2-8278.
F. rmte itoadad lor Spring Semeeter
Only $640 a semester plus etec Buff
Apts Cal 352-7741
HELP!
F leOLaVAsATE WANTED PRIVATE
BEDROOM OUET $127 50 MO
aaCLUONG HEAT CALL DEB 3527638

NEW LOCATION
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
WWCOO COUNTY
820 N Main St.. BG
Coriaxsartaelpaiauiailotre
Specet ratee. BGSU students
■Convenient Apple, 384-3640

MERRY X-MA8 ANO
HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM THE BALLOONMAN
352 6081

EXAMSPeCIAL

ee raaplei ad in SO News Dec 1
Ce» tor raaariaMan 8 detail.
881-4871

CHRSSTMAS OFT CEA
/a WARIVI-UP surr
Shop ass Falcon House
140 E Wcpstol 362-3610

1977 BUCK REGAL EXCELLENT
CONDITION $3,000
CONTACT
668 3682
$80.00 Med alia frost free refrtg.
A-1 cond.
$45 00 S C else add mach
$18 00 Port cass tape rac ,
$100 FVe proof aafe dap box (12
1/2X 20 112 X 10 1/2). 372-2675
'80 Chevette. 4-spd good cond
45.000 mi $3,100 352-8940 after
530
2 GOODYEAR STEELE BELTED RA
DIALS-GREAT CCINOITrON-USED
1 MONTH—RAISED WHITE LETTERS- 14"-$40-3S2-6695
YAMAHA STEREO RECEIVER
TUNER
PRICE $115 00 FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL 3528094
House lor Sale
239 S Coeege Parents greet buy
when your tads are M BGSU 3
bdrms . basement, garage, excel.
cond. 2 bfks from campus Low
$401 Cal Slartey Wesiert 352S161OI352-0556 Newrove ReraTy
'71 RED VEQA
New snow bras, no rual. good stereo.
reliable, original owner $600 or
beau. owST. 352-4509 otter 6 pm
SKI-S-ROSSI 170s with Solomon
444 bmoeigs $50 00 Hanaan treeflow boots, 1 yr dd (loii'.i$6500 Cal Jan at 352-3768

FOR RENT

NEEDED ONE OR TWO PEOPLE TO
LIVE AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. CALL MAIM*.

I 2 roommates: Luxury apt
1110 a ninth. Plus alec Spring earn
8S2-8748.

TCPHER. WHERE WERE YOU?'

FOR SALE

aVK]

tO ■■■ aef»eef"Tnia*r f*1

TO MAC NORTH 1ST:
HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL AND
LUCK ON FttALS! LOVE, U0MTWEIGHT

Merry Chrkatraas Amars. BorvBon.
Unda. Lee and Penny Lov' Good kx*

Student Office manage! tor The Key
yearbook spring semester. Basic
secretarial skits needed Advanced
bueiness courses, prior office experience preferred Check )ob postings
sf Student Employment. 480 Student
Services for further information or cal
2-2851

F rmte needed Spacexia ept Ctoae
lo campua neaaorvaple rent. Please
cat 362-7103

NeMO tWneaM

rraata to ■ houee Cal 352-7365

Student w/amel chad la aaekaig a
rmte. tor Sp. Sam. Ctoae to campus
Cat 352 8885

To my Fun Dale:
Your sanaa of humor la beyond me.
Being Btown-Oft. peaaed-out upon
and being cased urn 'Pumpkin is
not hurnoroua Let's spR a smel peza
(I'm reaay hungry') and start anew
Truce?
LER.IJ.Q a Roomlel

National Corporation haa sales position available In many areers of
the country. Commission plus benefits, 118-20 t firal year earnings,
training program Included. Century
Label and Tag Co. 382-7528. Ask lor
Mr. Wright

FORREST APARTMENTS
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED TENANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS
REASONABLE. CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 354-2260

To Kappa Sag Brothers. John Jeffries.
m Ketsorse. Tkn Knmm. Jeff Warran, snd Dave Wood Good Luce for
ate future, wal miss you slot. Love,
ast ■ tat pledge class
TO MAC NORTH 1ST:
HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL 8 OOOO
LUCK ON FINALS'
LOVE, UrjWiyfElOHT

To my brother Be (Mddahd) Thanks
•or always being there and under
starving, your vary apectel to me. I'm
gceng to miee you next semeeter. but
it's eometsng I must dot Good Luck
Iveddehdl I love you' Jeravler

Travel FreW Opportunity
Grain vsauable marketing experience
whas earning money Campus rep
teeentative needed tmmedietery lor
Spring Break Inp to Florida Contad
Bat Ryan (312) 858-4888 coaeel

Rmte needed. Male, very dose to
campus Need tor Spring Sam only
tfraxpenstve 352-7035

M/Roommete needed for Spr/Som
House cloae to Campua
■
Cal 352 6861

OPPORTUNITY! NEED 2F RMTES
SOfTH 8T APT AVAUUXE SPRING
SEMESTER CALL SOON! 3626133

Needed 2 Female rmmtee tor Spring
Semester
Campus Manor Apts.
$730/petson.semo8ter
Only pay
electric, heet.waler. and air cond
payed for If interested cal 3641206 or 362-9302
CAMPUS MANOR-LIMITEO I of
openings for 2nd Sem . and now
renting for Fal'84 Next to campus a
convenient stores, and cloae to town
Cal 352-9302(24 nrS |
Need mala > female students to fa
houses $ apts lor Spring Sam. AJso
apts avaeetjta for 2-3-4 students
Phone 352-7365
Senior Grad Male
1 Vacancy Double Room
Kitchen Private Entrance
Ctoae to University
352-7238

Female Roomall Spr Sam
Close to Campua Low Rent
362-6664
M. Rrntnte needed
Spring Semesler. Frsne Apts

CAI Bob, 352-4602
F. rmte needed starting 12/22. Own
room, SISOrrno plus uK 3524611.
F. raato. nssdsd tor apt Ctoaa to
Frtendly rmtes. Spring
Inexpensive. Cal J524181.
WANTED: 1 M rmte to share 2
bdrm apt watt 3 others Vary does
to campua PH 362-4106
1 tt le share 4 bdrm. houee. spring
timielsr, 118 Manvrke. Cal Meaeea or PraBtw $8aS$448.
M Rrraa needed to ■ big apt Ctoae
lo campua. Haven Houae
I136mwt»lh, tree heal 352-3161
F rnnrairtaes needed spr semeeter
Untv VBago Apts $470 tor semes
tor. Cat 362-1846.
rSaajRjaHC trVflM. WWIeeM atpT. SaMH. M
ahare S bdrm. ferravtresd houee.
111 tlreanlti, tatWHee saclalsd.
Ctaaetoaeaaeeie. Cai SII2-17I7.
Wanted: F Rmmte for Sprmg Sem
Cloee to rarripus osl: 362-1606
Two gtrls to pose for competikon
porkaaa Wi trade lor photographs
Cal Weaston Photography
352
lOOeThura 1-6, FH. 10-6.
M Roomete Needed'
Unrveraily veaga
Cal Paul: 362-0342
Rmte needed lor Spr iamielat M.
or F., ofl-campue apt Cal KM
■ 2 3388

HELP WANTED

Nice 1 bdrm. turn apt. lo sublet on
3rd SI Cloee lo campus, carpeted,
free gas heel J cooking Cal 3826877
Need lemele lo sublet house, acroee
Bom dorms on Wooster. extremely
ettarJabktl 352-8250
Sublease I Bedroom ept Furnash. Al
utl sic ease. Cal Card 362-6033.
1 Female roommete needed Spring
llraimr. House edfustment to
campus. Cak Claudia or Lisa 1128812.
2 Bedroom apt lor rant Spr Semeeter Price negoteeble 8th Street 362
5506,
_
Unique one of e kind apt Ii the
dovmtown business rJetrtct. Stained
glees windows, skysghls. barnwood
parratng. loft 1 other umear features
Make thai a speoel place to ave 3 or
4 person occupancy. Aval Fab 1.
1984 352 5164 Irom 9-5
Mass roommate need lor one bedroom apt on S Summit Low rant
includes el ubMes except eleKtrtdty
Wi pay January rant Cal 352
4410. aa* lor Jobn.
PERSON TO SUBLET ONE BEDBOOM APT. AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. FREE
HEAT. CALL M2-3I13 OR 352-

MM,

Funvaried EBictency
ccmplele w/ color TV I cable
Buckeye Budget Motor km
1740 E Wooeter S!
now weeing Spring Isam
$260'mo
364 3182 or 352-1520

Te tee "■aat" as The Psasee:
WsaaaHlsisiki houee boy. Must
fun n over break. II mree you
guys rs been a great iimnlsi

tvaShi

aVjy taaueareee free. Pay 1550 per
. Cai Laura 2-3507.

Houses I apts doee to campus lor
84-86 schod year Cat oosact 1287 3341

